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Executive Summary

Artificial intelligence (AI), quantum computing, robotics, hypersonics, and other rapidly developing technologies have many beneficial civilian and military uses. They also raise a range of serious security concerns, including hostile use by a peer competitor, proliferator, or terrorist organization. Moreover, irresponsible behavior by the many countries, companies, academic researchers, and ordinary citizens around the world who now have access to cutting-edge technologies could accidentally kill millions of people, cause a global financial collapse, or even trigger some disastrous outcome that seems like science fiction today.

Policymakers must decide whether and how to regulate the development, sale, and use of emerging technologies so the security benefits outweigh the economic, technological, and political costs. They have faced that question before, so lessons can be learned from historical experience. It has never been easy to get agreement about what types of governance mechanisms are most desirable, or to implement those controls effectively enough to achieve the security objectives. Many different approaches have been tried but only some legacy arrangements could be applied to emerging technologies, while others would do more harm than good.

Four features make the current iteration of the dual-use problem particularly challenging. (1) Emerging technologies are largely intangible rather than physical. (2) The private sector is now the main engine for innovation, often independent from and resistant to government control. (3) Concerns about dual-use emerging technologies expand beyond their relevance to weapons of mass destruction (WMD) to their much broader utility for conventional warfighting. (4) Political and economic relations among the countries at the forefront of technology innovation are also very complex and uncertain, further complicating efforts to get agreement about what greatest security risks are, and what mix of competition and cooperation offers the most cost-effective way to reduce them.

To help policymakers and other stakeholders assess what governance mechanisms are feasible for various types of emerging technologies, and which of those options could get enough support from all the relevant parties to produce the desired security benefits, this report identifies four approaches used in the past and applicable to current challenges. Three of them try to deny dangerous states and nonstate actors’ critical information, material, technology, and products that could increase their destructive capabilities, while the fourth is a more cooperative demand-side strategy. The approaches are:

- **Unilateral access denial** seeks to maintain U.S. technological monopolies across global markets or in direct relations with peer competitors with diverging security agendas.
- **Allies versus adversaries** uses technology transfers to build up the military and economic power of countries aligned with the United States relative to potential adversaries.
- **Suppliers against seekers** coordinates decision-making among those that have dangerous dual-use technologies about what is safe to sell and what should be withheld from countries of concern or specific entities within those countries.
• **Cooperative management** facilitates trade and indigenous development of powerful dual-use technologies subject to consensual agreements among all relevant stakeholders on rules for acceptable use and safeguards or other transparency arrangements to document compliance and facilitate detection of illicit activities.

A historical review of efforts to control dangerous dual-use technologies during and after the Cold War shows that all four approaches have been used for different purposes at different points in time. Which approach was chosen and how well it worked depended on four factors:

• the global security and economic context,
• the characteristics of the technology in question,
• the current state of technological development and distribution, and
• the relevant stakeholders’ interests and ideas about managing dual-use technology.

During the Cold War, the main objective of U.S. export control policy was to maximize how much military, economic, and technological power the United States and its allies had compared to the Soviet Union and other communist countries. **Unilateral access denial** and **allies versus adversaries’** approaches were used to regulate trade related to advanced conventional military capabilities, with limited success and uneven stakeholder support, causing much frustration and fluctuation over time. Despite intense bilateral nuclear competition, the two superpowers worked together to slow the spread of nuclear weapons, especially to their own allies. The cooperative management methods developed in the nuclear sphere were weaker than some would have liked, but more stable and successful than denial-based controls on conventional technologies.

Post-cold war efforts to slow proliferation of WMD show a similar pattern of cooperative management methods being weaker, but more successful and sustainable than denial-based approaches. Cooperative management arrangements applied to chemical, biological, and space/missile technologies have evolved slowly, but provide enough security benefits to outweigh relatively low economic, technological, and political costs. They have been supplemented with unilateral and suppliers against seekers restraints. These denial-based efforts have slowed but rarely stopped acquisition of dual-use capabilities by determined proliferators. They have also spurred indigenous technology development; raised questions about compliance, including by some U.S. administrations; and sparked domestic political opposition.

The benefit/cost calculation for current strategic trade control options depends on what the dominant security concern is. The Obama administration remained primarily focused on WMD proliferation as some security experts sounded alarms that major technological advances by China and Russia were eroding U.S. military advantages. The Trump administration emphasized renewed great power competition while trying and failing to use strategic controls and sanctions to pressure Iran and North Korea into making nuclear concessions.

The Biden administration’s National Security Strategy (NSS) centers around “responsible” competition between democratic and autocratic powers, combined with transactional cooperation
with China and Russia to address shared global challenges like WMD proliferation.\(^1\) In today’s great power competition, the “pacing threat” comes from China – a country with whom the United States and its allies are much more economically interdependent than they were with the Soviet Union, and one that is a peer economic and technological rival, not just the military equal to the United States. Little attention has been paid to how making China and Russia the primary targets of U.S. technology denial efforts will affect prospects for cooperation to enhance strategic stability and slow the spread of emerging technologies to other countries potentially engaged in WMD proliferation.

There is broad bipartisan consensus in principle that strengthened strategic trade controls on critical emerging technologies are desirable ways to ensure U.S. leadership in scientific innovation, cutting-edge military applications, and global markets. In response to legislation passed in 2018, the Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) identified fourteen categories of emerging technologies that are candidates for new controls on trade, finance, and investment.\(^2\) The Biden administration’s technology policy prioritizes what it considers the three most critical sectors: advanced computing (including microelectronics, quantum information systems, and AI), biotechnology, and clean energy.\(^3\) The first two sectors are on the BIS list, but not the third.

Less attention has been paid to determining what types of measures are feasible – i.e., have a reasonable chance of preventing deliberate and inadvertent misuse by state and nonstate actors without serious practical implementation problems, including capacity, cost, verifiability, and compliance management capabilities. Some export control methods that worked relatively well in the past are less feasible today due to economic interdependence, the global spread of software technologies, and the importance of multinational corporations and other private sector actors.

An even more difficult task is to determine which specific feasible management mechanisms are also desirable in practice– i.e., are likely to reduce security risks without unnecessary negative impacts on military, economic, political, and technical interests. Different stakeholders have divergent interests and ideas that shape their calculations about what governance mechanisms would be cost-effective, as evidenced by recurrent debates about whether export decisions related to commercial satellites and other dual-use items should be handled by the U.S. Commerce Department or the State Department. Different U.S. administrations have also had world views and national security strategies that predisposed them towards more unilateral decision-making and denial-based forms of export controls, or more cooperative arrangements. Another common source of disagreement within the United States and among groups of
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countries working together to control the spread and use of dangerous technologies has been whether the rules should be legally binding, or voluntary principles and best practices.

This report employs a socio-technical evaluation focused on seven considerations that vary widely across different sectors to determine which strategic trade controls would be both feasible and desirable for a specific category or sub-category of emerging technology:

- **Technology make-up:** Are systems and components hardware or software-based? When there are limited sources of critical raw materials or subcomponents for hardware-based systems, it may be feasible to control flow of physical items through a chokepoint, or critical node in the supply chain. If a technology is almost entirely software-based, efforts to deny access are likely to fail. It may be feasible to implement end-use controls by requiring coding or parameters that preclude operation of a software technology under specific circumstances (e.g., accepting certain types of data from unauthorized end-users), but this remains speculative.

- **Technology fabrication process:** This dimension includes the design, manufacturing, and testing phases required for developing a given technology. It also encompasses the facilities needed, and the tacit knowledge or human resources required to ultimately develop and operate the technology. The more difficult and expensive it is to acquire the necessary facilities and expertise, the higher the barriers to entry will be and the longer indigenous development will take regardless of material availability.

- **Stage of Development and Dispersion:** Technologies in early stages of research and development (R&D) are hard to monitor, but easier to control in other regards than when applications have already been widely commercialized. There is more uncertainty early on about what will be technologically feasible, complicating efforts to get multistakeholder agreement on the benefits and costs of controls. The more widely dispersed advanced forms of emerging technologies are, the larger the number of stakeholders who must participate for a control arrangement to be effective.

- **Dual-Use Applications:** The larger the likely commercial market for civilian applications of emerging technologies, the more likely private sector actors are to invest their own funds in research and product development and to enjoy economies of scale. This reduces costs for military purchases, but also makes it harder to design and implement controls that preclude adversaries from leveraging products purchased on the open market but that do not reduce companies’ profits, slow innovation, incentivize illicit sales, and stimulate domestic political opposition to burdensome strategic trade controls.

- **Disruption Mechanism:** By definition, emerging technologies disrupt established practices in ways that various stakeholders may view as positive, negative, or mixed.
They can affect nuclear deterrence by altering the prospects for a disarming first strike, improving intelligence about potential adversaries’ military preparations, blurring offensive/defensive and nuclear/conventional distinctions, and shortening decision-time. They can impact global security by altering regional military balances and helping weaker states or nonstate actors to emulate or offset what stronger countries can do. They also can improve verification, spread disinformation, enhance government surveillance, empower civil society actors, and much more.

- **Stakeholder Community and Power Distribution**: Each of the factors above affects what mix of government, private sector, and civil society actors in which different countries count as critical stakeholders for the design and implementation of effective mechanisms to govern emerging technologies. How these players interact depends on various structural factors at the national and international levels, including the distribution of political and economic power; institutional arrangements for developing and implementing technology, trade, and investment controls; cultural norms about state-business interactions; and the current state of international relations.

- **Scientific Promise**: The current state of scientific knowledge limits how much near-term advancement is realistic. It also informs assessments of the theoretical limits on what the most advanced version of the technology could accomplish. Those assessments may be widely understood, or involve significant uncertainty and debate about what is doable given enough time, money, and ingenuity.

This report illustrates the importance of technology-specific considerations by summarizing key findings from a sectoral mapping exercise conducted for five technologies on the BIS list: position, navigation and timing (PNT) technologies; quantum computing; computer vision; hypersonics; and quantum sensing. From the perspective of a U.S. policymaker charged with determining how strategic trade controls could enhance national security, a sectoral analysis would indicate that denial-based controls are potentially feasible for certain aspects of some technologies studied, but not others. It would also find that controls on emerging technologies with clearly negative disruptive effects would be more desirable than controls on technologies with positive, disputed, or unknown disruptive effects.

The chart below depicts a basic assessment of the desirability and feasibility of denial-based strategic trade controls on the five emerging technologies studied. The quadrants, and positions within each quadrant, that the different technologies occupy are determined based on the sectoral analyses, with the assessment of desirability and feasibility of trade control policies for each technology visualized through their positions along the axes and indicating spectra of negative to positive desirability and feasibility estimations. Although the specific positions for each technology are subjective with respect to the scope of policies considered and the assessment of the technical traits considered, we indicate their locations with the specific scope of trade control policies and based on our assessment of the current state of technical and political
characteristics. Since others may differ in some of their assessments, this type of quad chart can be a useful mechanism for analysts and stakeholders to debate why they think strategic trade controls on these emerging technologies are more or less feasible and desirable than we have indicated.

Given the limited scope of denial-based control approaches, most emerging technologies are filtered out of consideration by feasibility or desirability constraints. As a product of the technologies being selected on the basis that policymakers have identified them either as being feasible to control or desirable based on some strategic rationale, no technologies in this study fit in the bottom left quadrant. Conversely, our analysis finds that the only technology that could be both feasibly controlled and for which controls may be strategically desirable among enough key stakeholders is hypersonic technology. The caveat for the hypersonic case is that trade control policies would only be desirable from a non-proliferation perspective, in which limiting the number of countries that could acquire the technology is desirable, regardless of which countries they are.

Instead, most technologies are filtered into either the upper left quadrant (desirable, but not feasible) or the lower right quadrant (feasible, but not desirable). Although some policymakers, private sector actors, or civilians have expressed interest in controls for computer vision or hypersonic technologies, our assessment finds that controls over these technologies would be infeasible due to the high degree of dispersion and intangible components for computer vision technologies and because key actors that are likely to be the target of controls have already acquired the technology in the case of hypersonic technologies. Meanwhile, some emerging technologies like advanced PNT, quantum sensing, and quantum computing could – to some extent – feasibly be controlled for a finite period given current U.S. leadership, restricted access to key materials, and R&D nascency. These technologies, though, generally lack a clear enough security risk that outweighs potential benefits of private sector development to rally key stakeholders around the desirability of trade controls.

Visualizing the problem from this perspective helps explain why progress applying new strategic trade controls to emerging technologies has been, and will remain, very slow despite the broad bipartisan consensus in the United States that tighter controls are urgently needed to widen gaps
in critical technologies that promise major strategic advantages. Denial-based controls are assessed to be both feasible and desirable for only one of the five technologies surveyed—hypersonics—and only if the security objective is nonproliferation. The feasibility assessment reflects the technical characteristics of the sector, but political relations between the three most advanced countries are not currently conducive to a *suppliers against seekers* arrangement. If the security objective is to enhance strategic stability, the Chinese and Russian programs are advanced beyond the point where denial efforts could be very effective. Cooperative arms control and confidence-building measures would be the most cost-effective way to reduce fears of surprise attack, incentives for preemption, and arms racing. Cold war history indicates that such agreements are feasible among potential adversaries if they are mutually beneficial and jointly developed.

There are other reasons why this simple schematic should only be used as a starting point for thinking creatively about what types of governance mechanisms can and should be applied to different aspects of emerging technologies. It provides only one type of stakeholder’s perspective: that of a U.S. official tasked with using strategic trade controls to enhance national security. Other stakeholders could disagree about where to locate each technology because they make a different benefit/cost calculation or think not only about chokepoints where consequential controls might be feasible in principle, but also about the practicalities of implementing such controls effectively. Placement on the chart also reflects the current state of each technology’s development and diffusion; denial-based controls will be less feasible as advanced capabilities spread over time.

The “neither feasible nor desirable” cell is blank because one criterion for selecting technologies to survey was strong current demand for controls (computer vision) or being early enough in the development and diffusion process for chokepoints to still exist. AI is among the emerging technology sectors that the most powerful stakeholders would put in the neither feasible nor desirable cell, but some civil society groups are already calling for controls on certain high-consequence applications, like lethal autonomous vehicles. If a stronger consensus develops about the desirability of rules for responsible use, *cooperative management* would be the most feasible approach. Such a consensus already exists in the United States about the desirability of keeping repressive governments from using computer vision to enhance domestic surveillance. Here, also, a *cooperative management* system centered around data restriction or end-use agreements would probably be more cost-effective than any denial-based strategy for reducing the risks of misuse.

Taken together, the findings of this historical and technical survey contain important lessons for policymakers tasked with trying to manage the spread and use of emerging technologies. First, policymakers need to decide what the primary objective of strategic trade controls is. For most of the post-Cold War period, the priority was to reduce risks from WMD proliferation, but current efforts are primarily concerned with strategic advantage in great power competition. China and Russia have advanced capabilities in some emerging technology sectors. How do the security benefits of using *unilateral* or *allies versus adversaries* approaches to slow those countries’ technological progress compare with those *suppliers against seekers* arrangements to control the spread of these capabilities to other dangerous states and nonstate actors?
Second, the historical analysis shows that, even under relatively favorable geopolitical, economic, and technological conditions, any type of denial-based control effort will be a stopgap solution at best and is likely to have unintended negative consequences. The more stringent the controls, the more opposition to them will grow inside the United States, in partner countries that are more sensitive to their costs, and in target countries that resent technological discrimination.

Third, using cooperative management as the primary governance approach for WMD-relevant aspects of nuclear, chemical, and biological technologies has had strengths and weaknesses, too. It involves compromises and concessions that the United States is often loath to make, especially when it distrusts some countries whose participation is a prerequisite for success. The current political context in the United States and among major world powers makes it hard to imagine this becoming a viable option again. Yet, the establishment of cooperative controls on nuclear technology during the Cold War shows that when the unregulated spread of powerful dual-use emerging technologies poses a serious threat, and denial-based controls will not work for some reason, innovative forms of cooperative management may gain support.

Fourth, the socio-technological characteristics of critical emerging technology fields indicate that getting multi-stakeholder agreement on denial-based controls will be harder, implementation will be more challenging, and the outcomes will be less stable than they were in the past. Policymakers will need to be extremely selective, focusing not only on the subsets of emerging technology of greatest importance to national security, economic growth, and well-being, but also on specific control options that are both technically feasible and broadly desirable. This poses a particular challenge when the intended targets for control measures are close to or equally technologically advanced, in contrast to nonstate actors or actors with limited technical capabilities, which were the primary focus of export control policies geared at preventing WMD proliferation. Quietly developing cooperative management strategies to minimize the most serious security risks posed by other technologies on the BIS list without restricting trade or slowing technological innovation would be a relatively low-cost way to proceed under difficult circumstances.

Finally, before policymakers can recognize security imperatives to control some aspect of a dual-use emerging technology, and get the necessary multi-stakeholder buy-in, technological advancement and diffusion often cause those arrangements to be outmoded, if not obsolete. This puts a premium on having the right mix of technology and policy expertise to more quickly determine when new controls on dangerous aspects of emerging technologies are needed, and what could be both feasible and cost-effective. Giving policymakers the capacity to evaluate the security implications of technological advances, understand sectoral characteristics well enough to make complex cost-benefit calculations, and adjust quickly to new information involves building up in-house scientific and technical expertise and making analysis from non-governmental experts more accessible and policy-relevant. It also requires strong advocates for cost-effective emerging technology governance arrangements throughout the U.S. government.

U.S. inter-agency debates about how to balance security, economic, technological, and other interests affected by export controls and other technology governance options need to better
understand the interests and concerns of non-governmental and international stakeholders. These partners will contribute more enthusiastically and reliably if they are involved from the start in the design, implementation, and adaptation of governance mechanisms. Even though U.S. policymakers, foreign partners, and private sector players will often have different concerns and interests that make specific governance mechanisms more or less desirable, achieving a baseline level of consensus will improve compliance and efficacy of whatever governance approach is applied to different aspects of emerging technology.
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**List of Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANPRM</td>
<td>Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAT</td>
<td>Anti-satellite technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIS</td>
<td>Bureau of Industry and Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCL</td>
<td>Commerce Control List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFIUS</td>
<td>Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COCOM</td>
<td>Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIUx</td>
<td>Defense Innovation Unit Experimental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAA</td>
<td>Export Administration Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECRA</td>
<td>Export Control Reform Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXBS</td>
<td>Export Control and Related Border Security Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDPR</td>
<td>Foreign direct product rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRRMA</td>
<td>Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAAFET</td>
<td>Transistor structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAEA</td>
<td>International Atomic Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTCR</td>
<td>Missile Technology Control Regime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS</td>
<td>National Academy of Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT</td>
<td>Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSG</td>
<td>Nuclear Suppliers Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSS</td>
<td>National Security Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWS</td>
<td>Nuclear Weapons State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNWS</td>
<td>Non-nuclear Weapons State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST</td>
<td>Office of Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNT</td>
<td>Positioning, navigation, and timing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>People's Republic of China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSI</td>
<td>Proliferation Security Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Photovoltaic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>Research and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMA</td>
<td>Revolution in Military Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>START</td>
<td>Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEM</td>
<td>Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWaP-C</td>
<td>Size, weight, power, and cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSCR</td>
<td>United Nations Security Council Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USML</td>
<td>United States Munitions List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Union of Soviet Socialist Republics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMD</td>
<td>Weapons of Mass Destruction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

Policymakers, technologists, and security experts are trying to determine what existing or new governance mechanisms should be applied to emerging technologies to reduce security risks. This is the most recent iteration of a long-standing problem involving rapidly advancing technologies with a wide range of potential civilian benefits and commercial appeal, but also military applications that could provide significant strategic advantages in great power competition, asymmetrical attack options for proliferators, novel opportunities for catastrophic terrorism, and inadvertent dangers from irresponsible management.

The problem has manifested differently during major time periods since World War II, depending on the security and economic context, the technology in question, and the current U.S. administration’s views on security, trade, and technology policies. During the Cold War, when the central security problem was superpower rivalry, the United States had economic and technological dominance that declined over time. Differences in technological characteristics and stakeholder composition prompted U.S. policymakers to take very different approaches to dual-use dilemmas related to nuclear technology and to advanced conventional military capabilities. After the Cold War ended and the global economy became much more interconnected, policymakers agreed that the primary security risks were proliferation of and terrorist access to technologies that could be used to make WMD, but they disagreed about what types of strategic trade controls could enhance security without harming economic competitiveness, technological progress, and political relations due to different worldviews and national security strategies. We now appear to be entering a third era where the spotlight on renewed great power competition seems to be overshadowing attention to proliferation and terrorism, and where the commercial sector is driving innovation in AI, space, quantum capabilities, and a range of other digital technologies. The prospect of China overtaking the United States and its European and Asian allies for technological leadership and market dominance in key sectors has generated a bipartisan consensus in the United States on the need in principle for tighter controls on dual-use emerging technologies, but little agreement in practice on what can and should be done.

To inform consideration of that question, we lay out four basic approaches to managing the benefits and risks of emerging technologies that have featured prominently in past U.S. debates. Three approaches rely on secrecy and access denial to keep dangerous capabilities away from U.S. enemies. Unilateral access denial seeks to maintain U.S. technological monopolies; allies versus adversaries uses technology transfers to build up the military and economic power of countries aligned with the United States relative to potential adversaries; and suppliers against seekers coordinates decision-making among those that have dangerous dual-use technologies about what is safe to sell and what should be withheld from countries of concern or specific entities within those countries. The fourth approach, cooperative management, facilitates trade and indigenous development of powerful dual-use technologies subject to consensual agreements among all relevant stakeholders on rules for acceptable use and safeguards or other transparency arrangements to document compliance and facilitate detection of illicit activities.

A historical review of U.S. efforts to control dangerous dual-use technologies during and after the Cold War shows that all four of these approaches have been used for different purposes at
different points in time. Which approach was chosen and how well it worked depended on four factors: the current global security and economic context, the characteristics of the technology in question, the current state of technological development and distribution, and the relevant stakeholders’ interests and ideas about managing dual-use technology.

The cooperative management methods used in the nuclear sphere are weaker than some would like, yet have been remarkably stable and relatively successful over time. There has been much more frustration and fluctuation over time with mechanisms developed to regulate trade in technologies related to advanced conventional military capabilities. The net result is a patchwork of U.S. regulations, international rules, and cooperative institutions developed for different purposes at different times. Some of them could be helpful for reducing security risks associated with various types of emerging technologies, while others would be impossible to apply effectively, or would impose economic, technological, and political costs that would outweigh whatever security benefits might be achieved.

The most recent major legislative reform of the U.S. export control system and its foreign investment risk review process occurred in 2018. That spurred the Commerce Department to solicit public comments about applying strategic trade controls to certain categories of emerging technologies. Despite bipartisan consensus that the United States should be at the forefront of development in all of these fields, and should do more to prevent China, Russia, and other potential adversaries from using products and knowledge developed in the United States to threaten U.S. interests, socio-technical analysis demonstrates how difficult it will be to get agreement on specific control mechanisms. We examine five types of emerging technology:

- advanced position, navigation, and timing technology
- quantum computing
- computer vision
- hypersonics
- and quantum sensing

This study will illustrate how the technical and social characteristics of each sector impacts the feasibility and desirability of different governance options. Using a socio-technical framework for analysis, we identify different control mechanisms that might be feasible for each of the five technology sectors. Different governmental and non-governmental stakeholders are likely to have divergent views, though, about whether the potential security benefits of those feasible options outweigh potential economic, political, and technological costs. This complicates prospects for agreement on specific controls among all of the stakeholders whose participation is necessary to achieve the desired security benefits.

In previous export control eras, the U.S. government often dealt with divergent preferences by trying to coerce other countries and commercial actors into following stricter export control practices than they desired, but this was difficult and expensive to implement. Unilateral U.S. efforts at coercive export controls were only semi-effective under relatively conducive circumstances, and sometimes backfired by stimulating indigenous technology development. The
conclusion suggests that such high-handed ways of dealing with divergent preferences will be even less effective under current conditions. The United States no longer has the most advanced capabilities across all types of emerging technologies, views global economic competitiveness as a key component of national security, and relies on powerful private sector companies as independent engines of technological innovation. If U.S. policymakers can decide whether the primary objective of strategic trade controls should now be to gain advantage in great power competition or to slow proliferation of WMD-related emerging technologies, they may be able to buy some time by strengthening allies versus adversaries or suppliers against seekers governance mechanisms, but it would be counterproductive to pursue these contradictory types of denial strategies at the same time. Cooperative management seems like the least plausible governance option under current geopolitical conditions. But, as the superpowers came to see for nuclear technology during the Cold War, it may turn out to be the only practical way to reduce the worst security risks from emerging technologies while facilitating global trade, investment, and beneficial applications.

Framework for Analysis

The label “dual-use technology” commonly refers to technologies that have both beneficial and dangerous or malign applications. That phrase is frequently associated with nuclear, chemical, biological, and missile technologies, but the concept is also relevant for Cold War efforts to limit communist countries’ ability to access to space, computer, and other technologies related to advanced conventional weapons. Sometimes the line is drawn between peaceful and military uses; other times, certain military uses or military users are considered beneficial, while others are viewed as dangerous. For example, imagery satellites can be used for a wide array of civilian and commercial purposes; or for security-related applications that help reduce the costs and risks of nuclear deterrence, including early warning and arms control verification; or for making weapons targeting more accurate, which may seem beneficial for one’s own military and threatening in an adversaries’ hands. Some security experts consider any technology with potential future military applications to be dual-use, while many scientists and entrepreneurs who are focused solely on civilian applications reject such hypothetical concerns. With other technologies, such as hypersonics, the military applications are clear while the civilian uses are much less clear and practical, raising questions about whether countries that say they are only interested in peaceful applications actually have military ambitions. Thus, even the most basic definitional questions about whether policymakers should try to facilitate or restrict the development, spread, and use of a given technology involves a complicated mix of technical and socio-political considerations.

Decisions about the governance of dual-use technologies involve balancing benefits and risks. Numerous benefits can be obtained by directly facilitating technology development or creating a regulatory environment that is conducive to research, development, and commercialization by academics and private companies. These include practical benefits provided by goods and services based on that technology, economic benefits from selling those goods and services, and

socio-political benefits from demonstrating technological mastery, sharing advanced capabilities with other countries, or cooperating with them on technological challenges too complicated or expensive to do on one’s own.

There are also various risks associated with dual-use technologies. They could be deliberately (mis-)used by a hostile state or terrorist organization to attack or intimidate the United States, its allies, or other countries. They also can be handled irresponsibly, such as lax biosafety practices leading a dangerous pathogen to leak from a laboratory and inadvertently start a global pandemic. A rival country’s breakthrough advances in basic research on emerging technologies and state-of-the-art achievements for purely peaceful goods and services can even be characterized as security threats when a zero-sum view of great power competition leads any technological, economic, or political gain for one side to seem like a dangerous loss of relative power for other players.

Both the technical and the social characteristics of a particular dual-use technology will determine what governance options are feasible – i.e., have a reasonable chance of preventing deliberate and inadvertent misuse by state and nonstate actors without serious practical implementation problems, including capacity, cost, verifiability, and compliance management capabilities. Technical characteristics include what types of systems and components comprise the technology, such as physical versus digital, and whether supplies of raw materials and components are scarce or abundant. Features of the technology fabrication process, such as whether unusual and expensive testing or manufacturing facilities are required, whether workers must have special skills, and how much tacit knowledge is necessary for high-quality production, have implications for the feasibility of different types of control arrangements. The stage of technology development – from nascent discovery through exhaustive understanding, and from basic research through widespread commercialization – also matters. So does whether a single country has a monopoly on the most advanced forms of that technology, a handful of companies and countries have access, or whether the technology is widely available to state and nonstate actors around the world. Social characteristics that influence feasibility include the nature of and relationships among different state and nonstate actors who have a stake in how a given technology is developed and used. This includes whether the most dangerous aspects of a dual-use technology are directly under the control of an international organization, national military officials, or private companies operating under lax or strict oversight from governmental regulators or international safeguards officials.

Different stakeholders involved in policy decisions about governance of dual-use technologies are likely to have different interests and ideas about what, if any, control mechanisms would be desirable – e.g., are likely to reduce security risks without unnecessary negative impacts on military, economic, political, and technical interests. In the United States, stakeholders typically include various parts of the Executive Branch (particularly the President, State Department, Commerce Department, Department of Defense (DOD), and national labs), members of Congress, companies that want to sell dual-use services and products, and academic scientists and engineers. Other countries can be stakeholders in U.S. policy deliberations when they are potential recipients of controlled technologies or suppliers under pressure to follow U.S. export control regulations, and other types of U.S. strategic trade controls, such as restrictions on
exchange of knowledge (deemed exports) and foreign investments in strategic industries and critical infrastructure in the United States. Other countries involved in the negotiation and implementation of multilateral export control arrangements are also stakeholders. While those countries have similar types of internal stakeholder groups, different political systems can have different norms about government-private sector relations, and more top-down or inclusive decision-making processes.

Previous debates about how to manage new types of dual-use technologies highlight dilemmas that deserve careful consideration by those making similar decisions today. They illuminate difficult tradeoffs among policy objectives of security, economic gain, and technological advancement. Alternative types of trade controls also involve tradeoffs. The benefits that might be gained by using secrecy and access control to preserve a monopoly, or a very large lead, in a new and rapidly advancing dual-use technology must be weighed against the potential benefits of sharing information and access with other countries to learn more about what they are doing, and possibly develop better cooperative control mechanisms. Moreover, since economic gains from technology commercialization can be measured in relative terms (market share) or absolute terms (size of the market), trying to maximize one type of economic gains could harm the other. Efforts to protect or regain a U.S. lead in some aspect of technological innovation could hinder the global rate of innovation, while policies that encourage international technological collaboration could speed innovation in ways that benefit other countries as much or more than the United States. They also show that different stakeholders placed varying emphasis on security, economic, and technology innovation objectives, and had divergent views about what strategies would advance their objectives.

Governance mechanisms applied to cutting-edge dual-use technologies during and after the Cold War can be divided into four broad approaches that remain relevant to current debates about how to manage security risks associated with emerging technologies in an era of renewed great power competition.

1) In the unilateral access denial approach, a country tries to keep sensitive technology away from everyone else solely through its own efforts. the United States had a monopoly on nuclear weapons in the late 1940s, it considered international control of atomic energy, but ultimately passed legislation and pursued other policies intended to keep weapons-related knowledge and technology away from all other countries. That effort failed rapidly, but the United States has still relied more heavily than most other countries on unilateral access denial as a major component of its efforts to control the spread of dangerous dual-use technologies. In some cases, this has included military attacks or sabotage of facilities where dual-use technologies might be used to develop weapons, as with the Stuxnet cyberattacks on centrifuges used by Iran to enrich uranium.

2) In the allies versus adversaries approach, like-minded countries with different levels of technological development collaborate and trade to build up their own group’s military, economic, and scientific power while refusing to do so with potential adversaries. After World War II, the United States simultaneously tried to rebuild Western Europe economically and militarily, and to convince recipients of U.S. assistance to withhold sensitive technologies from
Soviet bloc states. This approach can be difficult to sustain as more of the allies become capable of making the weapons and dual-use technologies themselves if they have different views on benefits and costs of denial for their security, economic, and political objectives.

3) The suppliers against seekers approach unites countries and companies with advanced capabilities, including non-allies, to prevent the spread of sensitive dual-use technologies to potential proliferators, even their own allies. The 1974 Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) brought so-called “first” and “second” world countries together to restrict exports of materials, components, and technologies that other countries might use to make nuclear weapons. This approach can be effective in the short term to the extent that there is unity among suppliers but discriminating between “haves” and “have nots” breeds resentment and motivates indigenous technology development efforts.

4) Cooperative management of dual-use technologies involves agreement on rules, typically about legitimate and responsible use rather than access, and on transparency arrangements among diverse groups of state and nonstate actors with varying security relationships, economic development levels, and indigenous technical capabilities. Such cooperative security arrangements found their fullest form in the early post-Cold War period, but versions of this more inclusive and consensual approach were proposed, and sometimes adopted, even when the world was divided into hostile blocs, most notably with the 1968 Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty. Reaching consensus on the rules among a large and diverse group of actors is hard, having confidence that everybody is following the rules is harder, and responding effectively to non-compliance is especially difficult.

The next four sections explore why the United States chose one or a combination of these approaches for balancing the benefits and risks of different types of dual-use technologies at various times in the past. They compare and contrast how efforts to control the spread of nuclear technologies compared with those to control advanced conventional weapons and dual-use capabilities during the Cold War, and how the differing worldviews and national security strategies of the Clinton and George W. Bush administrations led to very different ways of trying to control technologies related to WMD.

These four historical cases show that which approach was chosen, and how well it worked to balance security, economic, and innovation objectives depended on four factors:

1) the current global security and economic context,
2) the characteristics of the technology in question,
3) the current state of technological development and distribution; and
4) the relevant stakeholders’ interests and ideas about managing dual-use technology.

Although there are important differences over time in each of these four factors that shape the desirability and feasibility of different governance approaches, the dominant features that
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characterize current emerging technology governance challenges were not completely absent from earlier iterations of this policy problem. For example, most of the historical efforts focused on controlling physical items to preserve U.S. advantage vis-a-vis a peer competitor or proliferators who might use WMD for an asymmetrical attack, whereas many currently emerging technologies of concern are digital, or intangible in other ways. From the earliest days of the nuclear age, though, there have been debates about whether to share sensitive knowledge about dual-use technologies in hopes of fostering cooperative governance arrangements, or to try to maintain secrecy and access control for as long as possible. There have also been debates about the benefits and risks of sharing technical knowledge and engaging in joint production with countries that were military allies and economic competitors. Governments were historically the driving force behind the development and diffusion of strategic technologies with major military applications, but commercial stakeholders also had varying levels of influence in different countries and under different economic conditions. Much like today, there were numerous previous instances where the United States wanted tighter controls on a larger set of dual-use and military exports than its allies or other suppliers did.

In short, many of the challenges associated with governance of “emerging” technologies today were foreshadowed decades ago, and many of the governance mechanisms developed then remain potentially relevant. It was rarely easy, though, to reach and sustain multi-stakeholder agreement on a particular set of governance arrangements. Furthermore, those arrangements were never fully able to control who had access to powerful dual-use technologies, or how they used them, yet they always imposed significant military, economic, technological or political burdens on those who implemented them. This experience should temper expectations about efforts to control emerging technologies today.

**Nuclear technology governance during the Cold War**

Nuclear physics posed a quintessential early challenge for governance of emerging technology. As soon as the Manhattan project demonstrated that nuclear technology could be used not only for peaceful purposes, but also to make weapons with unprecedented destructive power, a small group of American scientists, strategists, and policymakers began debating how to maximize the benefits and minimize the risks. Due to the rapidly deteriorating security environment after World War II and the U.S. government’s monopoly on fissile materials and know-how needed to make nuclear weapons, those who argued for a unilateral access denial strategy initially prevailed over those who advocated for cooperative management. Developments outside of U.S. control, however, eroded the feasibility and desirability of that governance strategy. Within a few years of the first Soviet nuclear weapons test in 1949, the United States began moving toward the complex mix of governance mechanisms that are still being used today to reduce nuclear proliferation risks while encouraging peaceful commerce and scientific advancement.

The small group of U.S. government officials and scientists who knew about the development of nuclear weapons before the end of World War II argued about what to tell Stalin. Those who wanted to share information with the Soviet allies, such as Secretary of War Henry Stimson and scientist Robert Oppenheimer, argued that scientists around the world already understood
fundamental principles of nuclear physics, so the knowledge and materials needed to make nuclear weapons could not be kept from other countries for long. Before the first nuclear weapon test, they argued that the best chance of avoiding a nuclear arms race lay in sharing enough information to convince the Soviets that they should cooperate with the United States to establish an “Atomic Development Authority” with direct managerial control over all dangerous nuclear activities, rather than indirect oversight of national programs. After atomic bombs were used against Hiroshima and Nagasaki, they convinced the advisory committee studying what type of controls on nuclear technology the United States should propose that direct international management of dangerous dual-use activities, like uranium enrichment and plutonium reprocessing, was the most realistic way to allow peaceful uses and prevent military applications.

Doubts about the viability of US-Soviet cooperation after they defeated their common enemies, and desires to prolong the U.S. nuclear monopoly for as long as possible, led the Truman administration to opt for a unilateral access denial approach instead. The 1946 Atomic Energy Act, which established civilian control over the U.S. nuclear program, also included a section specifying that all information about making nuclear weapons was automatically classified regardless of its source, unless specifically declassified by the Atomic Energy Commission. This tight control on “restricted data” precluded sharing information even with Britain and Canada, who had contributed to the Manhattan Project under a little-known agreement for post-war nuclear cooperation. U.S. leaders opted for a nuclear governance strategy that seriously damaged relations with close allies because they falsely believed that the United States could corner the global market on uranium and that Soviet scientists and engineers were too backward to make nuclear weapons anytime soon. They also failed to understand British leaders’ high motivation to complete an indigenous nuclear weapons development effort if the Americans would not share sensitive nuclear information with them. The assumptions underlying this unilateral control strategy were exploded a few years later by the first Soviet nuclear test in 1949 and British one in 1952.

President Eisenhower’s 1953 Atoms for Peace speech was a very public acknowledgement that the unilateral access denial strategy had failed to preserve the U.S. atomic monopoly and that a more cooperative approach to the management of nuclear technology was needed. His call for the superpowers to donate some fissile material from their military stockpiles to an international agency that would distribute it for peaceful use was part of a public relations campaign to build domestic and international support for the rapidly expanding American nuclear deterrent, with little expectation that the Soviets would agree. Their stockpile of fissile material was much smaller than the U.S. stockpile was at this time, so the proposed equal contributions to an international fuel bank would impose greater constraints on their ability to manufacture weapons. Eisenhower’s speech prompted Congress and the National Security Council to consider how bilateral cooperation in civilian uses of nuclear technology could have economic, foreign policy,
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and security benefits. Congress amended the Atomic Energy Act in 1954 so that U.S. officials could share some nuclear information with foreign nationals and private companies interested in building and operating commercial nuclear reactors, on the condition that recipient countries accepted certain end-use requirements and safeguards.

A March 1955 National Security Council Directive spelled out the broader policy logic of conditional cooperation as an alternative to access-denial options. If managed carefully, civilian nuclear cooperation could advance nonproliferation objectives in addition to economic gains and foreign policy benefits (e.g. improving U.S. relations with recipient countries and countering Soviet efforts to gain influence by sharing their nuclear technology.) By helping foreign countries construct nuclear power and research reactors, the United States would gain insights into their nuclear activities, leverage over their policies, and opportunities to shape their management of dual-use capabilities to prevent diversion for military programs or re-export to countries of greater proliferation concern.10

Eisenhower also championed the establishment of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in 1957. This multilateral mechanism for facilitating peaceful nuclear cooperation was negotiated under U.N. auspices among twelve countries who already had advanced nuclear programs (the United States, Britain, Canada, France and the Soviet Union), supplied uranium and thorium for nuclear reactors (Belgium, Australia, Portugal and South Africa) or sought nuclear assistance (India, Brazil, and Czechoslovakia).

The IAEA was inclusive, but weak compared with national nuclear suppliers. It was designed to be a “broker not a banker.”11 It helped arrange bilateral and multilateral deals, provided technical assistance, and applied safeguards when requested by the contracting parties. It did not have its own stockpile of fissile material to dispense, authority to impose a standard set of safeguards on all nuclear transactions, or any enforcement powers.12 States remained free to conduct nuclear trade without requiring safeguards if they wished, and to pursue indigenous nuclear development for military purposes with unsafeguarded material and facilities sometimes co-located with safeguarded ones.13

The 1968 Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) was a much more ambitious and effective cooperative control arrangement based on more equitable, consensually agreed rules about responsible management of dual-use technology. It created a set of interlocking legal obligations between states that had tested nuclear weapons before the NPT was agreed upon and those that had not. The nuclear weapons state (NWS) parties committed not to help non-nuclear weapons state (NNWS) parties acquire nuclear weapons and to assist them with

peaceful nuclear programs on a non-discriminatory basis. They also promised to reverse the nuclear arms race and eventually eliminate their own arsenal as part of a general and complete disarmament accord. In return, the NNWS committed not to acquire nuclear weapons and to accept a standard set of IAEA safeguards on their entire nuclear program to confirm its purely peaceful nature. France and China could have joined as NWS but objected to the two-tiered structure of the NPT and refused to accede until the 1990s. A number of countries that had not yet tested nuclear weapons also did not join initially so as to keep their options open. Over time, though, the NPT has gained near universal membership (only India, Pakistan, Israel, North Korea, and South Sudan are currently outside of it), and high, if imperfect, levels of compliance.  

The NPT fits the cooperative management approach because it was open to all countries, regardless of nuclear status or stance in the Cold War confrontation, and because members voluntarily accepted an equitable set of interlocking rights and obligations. It is primarily a demand-side strategy because it seeks to reduce NNWS’ desire to acquire nuclear weapons by reducing security-related motivations and strengthening normative disincentives. There is an obvious tension, though, between the NPT obligation for member states that could supply nuclear technology for peaceful purposes to assist NNWS on a non-discriminatory basis, and their obligation not to help additional countries acquire nuclear weapons. Thus, these countries supplemented the NPT with a suppliers against seekers arrangement known as the Zangger Committee. The committee initially agreed on a “trigger list” of dual-use nuclear materials and technologies that they would only supply if the recipient agreed to IAEA safeguards to ensure their purely peaceful use, regardless of whether that country had joined the NPT or not.  

India’s purportedly “peaceful” nuclear test in 1974 underscored that nuclear materials and technologies acquired for civilian purposes could also advance weapon development. Canada, West Germany, France, Japan, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), the United States and the United Kingdom formed NSG in 1974. Its controls covered not only nuclear dual-use items but also non-nuclear dual-use items that could be used to make nuclear weapons. The NSG also required all recipient states to take nuclear security and physical protection measures and to make end use commitments. From the suppliers’ perspective, the NSG guidelines were useful for harmonizing export control practices even though the group did not meet after 1978. The arrangement bred resentment among NNWS who could not purchase dual-use items because some NSG members questioned their true intentions even though they were deemed in compliance with IAEA safeguard obligations.

This short recap of control arrangements for dual-use nuclear technologies during the Cold War shows the pitfalls of unilateral action. The United States had a complete monopoly on critical
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aspects of weapons development, saw tremendous security value in preserving that advantage, and was willing to pay a high political price for refusing to share sensitive information, yet a purely unilateral access denial strategy backfired by motivating other countries to acquire their own nuclear weapons for security, economic, or political reasons.

The cooperative management approach initiated with the Atoms for Peace speech and institutionalized through the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty has had a much more profound and lasting effect on both countries’ choices about how they will use nuclear technologies. It has also bolstered international confidence in the purely peaceful nature of most nuclear programs. This governance arrangement has important ambiguities and weaknesses that arise from compromises necessary to gain near-universal assent among a very diverse group of member states, and has been supplemented with various suppliers against seekers arrangements. Whether the added security benefits of coordinated denial by suppliers outweigh the economic and political costs, though, was unclear during the Cold War. As we will see below, contradictions between cooperative commitments to facilitate NPT-NNWS members’ access to and assistance with nuclear technology for peaceful purposes and coordination among suppliers to deny certain types of nuclear sales to countries suspected of harboring secret nuclear weapons ambitions even though they were in compliance with the IAEA safeguards obligations has always caused friction, and became even more controversial after nuclear proliferation became a top security priority in the 1990s.

**Cold War controls on non-nuclear dual-use technologies**

U.S. officials’ efforts to manage the spread of advanced non-nuclear dual-use technologies after World War II also occurred in a context of growing bipolar rivalry, though decision makers abandoned a purely unilateral approach in this sector quickly, too. The United States had a near-monopoly on advanced conventional military technology in the aftermath of World War II, but rather than trying to preserve that strategic advantage for as long as possible through unilateral access denial, it took the allies versus adversaries approach to export controls, opting to share capabilities and know-how with European and Asian countries to help them rebuild and rearm against communist countries. Successive U.S. governments had much more difficulty getting domestic and international agreement on a stable set of arrangements for managing trade in dual-use goods, services, and knowledge with conventional military applications than they did in the nuclear case. This is partly because the number of engaged stakeholders with different interests and ideas was larger, and partly because the United States relied more on coercive rather than cooperative control mechanisms, even as allied countries advanced technologically to the point where some of the dual-use capabilities that they wanted to sell around the world were as good or better than American products that the U.S. government still wanted to tightly control.

Initial U.S. efforts to structure the post-World War II order to promote peace and prosperity involved tension between an ideological commitment to free trade and a strategic perception, accurate or not, that the United States had gained wartime advantages through aggressive use of export controls to get concessions from other countries. The Truman administration initially extended wartime export controls to maintain an adequate supply of scarce items needed in the
United States for various purposes. By 1947, the rationale for continued reliance on export controls moved from scarcity after the last war to strategic advantage in the next one: U.S. leaders had decided that the Soviet threat warranted efforts to inflict “the greatest economic injury to the USSR and its satellites.”\textsuperscript{18} Congress passed the 1949 Export Control Act, granting peacetime authority to use export controls for national security, foreign policy, or economic reasons. Executive branch officials formulated lists (without industry input) of items that could improve communist countries’ military capabilities. Export of items on the list was prohibited or required a time-consuming and secretive case-by-case review process to get a license for export even to friendly countries.\textsuperscript{19} But this comprehensive unilaterally imposed approach conflicted with the Cold War objectives of creating a strong alliance system and rebuilding allies’ economic and military capabilities, so the United States shifted to an allies versus adversaries approach.

The United States spearheaded the establishment of the Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls (COCOM) in 1949 to coordinate with its allies on controls of munitions, atomic energy, and industrial/commercial dual-use technology. Before approaching other European nations, the United States reached consensus with Britain and France on the general approach: the United States would sell advanced conventional weapons and share dual-use technologies with other COCOM members who agreed not to sell items that could improve potential adversaries’ military capabilities.

All North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) members (excluding Iceland), as well as Japan and Australia joined the informal arrangement within a few years. Most member governments besides the United States consulted closely with business leaders on export control policies, so COCOM was structured to minimize interference with trade. Each member maintained veto power over additions to the control lists, and was responsible for enforcement in its own jurisdiction. As the sole source of many items of military significance, though, the United States reserved the right to restrict exports of items not on the COCOM lists, even to its allies.\textsuperscript{20}

At first, the U.S. government had considerable leverage over its European counterparts to coerce them into following more restrictive export practices towards the USSR, Warsaw Treaty Organization members, and the People’s Republic of China (PRC) than they had agreed to through the COCOM list-making process. The Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act (or Battle Act) of 1951 authorized U.S. officials to withhold Marshall Plan assistance if a recipient country failed to adhere to export controls, linking aid to trade. The United States had a solid economic position with a strong market and the enviable status as the world’s technological leader. In contrast, its Western European allies were still rebuilding their economies.\textsuperscript{21} But, the most

\textsuperscript{19} Michael Mastanduno “The United States Defiant: Export Controls in the Postwar Era,” Daedalus, Vol. 120, No. 4, Fall, 1991, 92.
\textsuperscript{20} Mastanduno, “The United States Defiant,” 97.
important factor enabling the United States to organize a broad multilateral embargo strategy in the early years of COCOM was shared threat perceptions. During the Korean War, COCOM members suspected that the Soviets were preparing for a general war, and thus agreed that communist countries were worthy targets for economic warfare.22 That consensus started to soften after the Korean armistice in 1953.

As fear of general war waned and the defense focus turned toward nuclear deterrence, the costs of the broad embargo strategy became unpalatable to many Western European allies. U.S. industry did not have a substantive stake in Eastern European markets in the 1950s, and the USSR and PRC were deliberately trying to isolate their economies from the capitalist system. By this time, though, many Western European countries had established significant trade relations with Soviet satellite countries on key imports such as coal and timber. Economic recovery in Europe and U.S. sharing of defense technology with allies were increasing suppliers of militarily significant goods and eroding the U.S. technological dominance.23 West European officials also saw much greater risk than their American counterparts in provoking the Soviets through economic warfare because of their close proximity.24 As Eastern European demand for technology grew, COCOM reduced the number of items controlled in 1954, 1957, and 1958.25

The United States did not make corresponding cuts to its own export list in the 1950s, with damaging economic effects for U.S. suppliers’ ability to sell abroad. Right after World War II, the value of exported goods as a share of gross domestic product (GDP) had been 4.2% for the United States, equivalent to both the global average and the percentage for Germany. By 1960, the value of German exports had risen to 15.8% of GDP, and the global average had climbed to 8.7%, while the value of U.S. exports had declined to 3.8% of its GDP.26 U.S. suppliers lost market share because the U.S. government continued to take longer than COCOM partners did to review and approve exports to low-risk destinations. It routinely asserted authority to control the reexport of U.S.-origin technologies, components, and products even if they were not on the revised COCOM lists. It tried to pressure countries like Sweden and Switzerland who were not COCOM members to apply COCOM trade controls. It sometimes even applied U.S. export controls directly against COCOM members whose implementation of restrictions it viewed as too lax.27

By the 1960s, the United Kingdom, France and West Germany were also developing military aircraft and tanks as alternatives to options available from U.S. suppliers, often sharing costs and benefits through co-production agreements. Many COCOM members were also manufacturing dual-use products that the United States still thought should be controlled. As U.S. technological superiority eroded, growing divergence between multilateral and unilateral export controls put

U.S. firms at an increasing economic disadvantage. It also diminished whatever security benefits might have been achieved through a more unified approach.

Dissatisfaction with U.S. export control policies grew, but various U.S. stakeholders disagreed about how to prioritize competing objectives, making it harder to craft U.S. export control policies that garnered broad support at home and acquiescence from dependent allies. U.S. industry and the Commerce Department argued for trade liberalization on economic grounds. During détente, the White House and State Department wanted to condition relaxation of export controls on foreign policy concessions by the Soviet Union, while DOD consistently pursued highly restrictive practices for national security reasons.28

Congressional actions during the 1960s illustrate these competing concerns. Congress initially preferred the status quo: it passed legislation in 1962 preventing the Executive branch from making trade concessions to improve political relations with Eastern bloc countries. Stakeholder preferences regarding the relative importance of security, economic, and political considerations in U.S. export control decisions shifted somewhat during the 1960s, though, as the Vietnam war caused budget problems, tensions with the USSR eased, and global economic competition increased. Congress also became more responsive to industry concerns as the contribution made by trade to U.S. GDP growth fell further behind other industrialized countries.29 By 1969, the German percentage was almost 20% while the U.S. trade contribution to GDP remained at 3.8%). That year, Congress passed the Export Administration Act (EAA), which directed the Executive branch to reduce the burden of export controls on U.S. industry. It retained export controls on all communist countries but specified that when determining whether to block the transfer of a specific item, the government must consider whether a comparable item was available from a foreign source in sufficient quantities to make U.S. restrictions ineffective. If so, the president could still restrict export of that item, but had to report the reason to Congress.30

Over the next decade, U.S. export control policies were relaxed somewhat for economic and foreign policy reasons as private industry spending on R&D pulled even with government spending, and business leaders gained more clout with Congress.31 For example, while high-speed computers were tightly controlled for national security reasons, some COCOM countries were selling lower-end computers to Eastern bloc countries. U.S. firms wanted a share of that business, and successfully lobbied for U.S. government approval.32 In the first half of 1970, U.S. businesses received COCOM exceptions for $18.6 million in computer exports, compared to only $1.5 million total in 1969.33 The Nixon and Carter administrations used selective export authorizations to improve U.S. relations with some Eastern bloc countries and to gain foreign policy concessions from the USSR. In 1977, Congress ended the practice of treating all
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communist countries alike for export control purposes. It directed regulators to make case-by-case decisions based on the intended recipient’s current and potential future relationships with the United States, its allies, and its adversaries, and on its willingness to follow U.S. policies regarding retransfers to other countries. The 1979 Export Control Act continued this liberalization trend.\footnote{Sayles, “The U.S. Export Control System,” p. 4.}

Détente also brought some short-lived, controversial gains in scientific collaboration involving dual-use technologies. Even at the height of the Cold War, the superpowers had engaged in some scientific cooperation with potential military implications, such as joint effort to develop vaccines for polio in the 1950s and smallpox in the 1960s.\footnote{P.J. Hotez (2014). "Vaccine diplomacy": historical perspectives and future directions. \textit{PLoS neglected tropical diseases}, 8(6), e2808. \url{https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4072536/}} Joint scientific research between the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) of the United States and the Academy of Sciences of the USSR began in 1959.\footnote{Glenn E. Schweitzer, “US-Soviet scientific cooperation: The interacademy program,” \textit{Technology in Society}, vol. 14, Issue 2, 173.} As relations improved, international scientists hoped that more ambitious forms of cooperation might become possible. In 1970, the British requested U.S. approval to sell high-speed computers containing U.S. components to the Institute of High Energy Physics in Serpukhov.\footnote{Cain, “Computers and the Cold War”, 144} The Defense Department, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Atomic Energy Commission all strongly opposed the sale on national security grounds. The State and Treasury Departments and the Office of Science and Technology (OST) favored approval for strategic and economic reasons after determining that safeguards proposed by the British would adequately limit the risk that the computers would be applied to missile system design instead of civilian research. President Nixon eventually sided with State, Treasury and OST, and allowed the sale to be completed.\footnote{ibid., 146}

The backlash against détente in the mid-1970s stoked fears that the Soviets were closing the technological gap through licit and illicit means, countering economic and foreign policy rationales for export control liberalization.\footnote{Thomas-Noone, “Cold War can teach.”} DOD highlighted the national security risks posed by the open exchanges between Soviet scientists and American industry and the potential for knowledge transfer on sensitive technologies.\footnote{Michael Mastanduno, \textit{Economic Containment}, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993), 186.} In 1976, the Defense Science Board recommended placing export controls on intangibles like “design and manufacturing know-how” of dual-use technologies. A task force chaired by J. Fred Bucy, an executive at Texas Instruments, called for export reforms that reduced control on products available from foreign suppliers and added restrictions on cutting-edge technologies. It found that “for the most critical technologies, the United States should not release know-how beyond its borders, and then depend on COCOM for absolute control.” Moreover, it maintained that the United States should
export to countries outside of COCOM “only the technology we would be willing to transfer directly to Communist countries.”

The Carter administration directed federal agencies to develop a list of critical technologies that should be withheld from adversaries, but decided that the economic and diplomatic costs of also denying access to allies would outweigh potential security benefits. Numerous agencies added whatever new technologies they thought might have military benefits, with little regard for whether effective control was actually feasible. What began as an effort to streamline and modernize U.S. export rules ended by adding extensive new technology controls to existing ones on military and dual-use products.

The United States increased sanctions on the Soviet Union in response to its 1979 invasion of Afghanistan and started using export controls as leverage for many other foreign policy objectives besides anti-Communism. It sanctioned Uganda, South Africa, Chile, Iran, and Pakistan, among others, for violating human rights, supporting terrorism, pursuing nuclear weapons, and other objectionable behavior.

At the same time, the United States was starting to relax export restrictions on the People’s Republic of China following its 1978 decision to open up to the rest of the world, and 1979 normalization of US-China relations, in the hope that economic engagement with the West would widen the Sino-Soviet split. The Carter administration had used technology cooperation with China as an inducement to align more with the United States against the Soviet Union, and offered to sell China a communications satellite. Still, the Chinese sought technological and economic benefits from learning how to make their own satellites, and made a major investment in developing indigenous space capabilities after President Reagan rebuffed their request for technological assistance. A few years later, though, Reagan allowed China to launch an American commercial communications satellite in return for curtailing missile sales to Iran. The United States also sold some military items to the People’s Liberation Army during the Reagan years, a form of trade liberalization that ended in 1989, when Congress banned all military sales to China as a sanction for the Tiananmen Square massacre.

After decades of touting how heavy government spending on military R&D had “spin-off” benefits for commercial products, by the 1980s the U.S. military was beginning to reap “spin-on” benefits by purchasing off-the-shelf commercial items that offered greater capability at lower cost. Some Japanese high-tech companies offered superior products compared to their American counterparts, though, in key areas like semiconductors and micro-electronics. The Reagan
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administration wanted to help American high-tech firms gain market share and meet more U.S. military needs, without getting the government too involved in the private sector.\textsuperscript{45}

During the Reagan administration’s defense build-up, the United States substantially increased how much military equipment it bought from European companies, which could make many military products that rivaled American-made options by then. It also initiated co-development projects with NATO allies involving major financial investments and transfers of critical technical information. The trade imbalance between the United States and Western Europe for military equipment went from 7:1 in the late 1970s to 2:1 a decade later.\textsuperscript{46}

While the Reagan administration was working to ramp up NATO military capabilities, it was also trying to punish European allies for circumventing U.S. policy on dual-use technology transfers to advance their own industries.\textsuperscript{47} It established the BIS to separate the Commerce Department’s export control enforcement responsibilities from the trade promotion activities carried out by the International Trade Administration. It used EAA amendments passed in the mid-1970s to move the export control process further back toward economic warfare and \textit{unilateral access denial}. Top Defense Department officials, including Secretary Caspar Weinberger and Assistant Secretary Richard Perle, prioritized tightening export controls on both communist and noncommunist countries. They formalized DOD’s role in the export review process, giving it a functional veto over proposed sales to Eastern bloc countries. They also caused a diplomatic uproar by retroactively applying newly asserted authority to regulate exports of U.S-owned subsidiaries in foreign countries, then sanctioning European companies that helped build a gas pipeline from Siberia.\textsuperscript{48}

The Reagan administration also took steps to restrict foreign scientists and companies from gaining sensitive knowledge by interacting with American academics and hiring U.S. experts. It established the Technology Transfer Intelligence Committee to review visa applications for Soviet scientists interested in attending academic conferences in the United States in scientific areas relevant to national security (i.e., robotics, nuclear fusion, etc.).\textsuperscript{49} It tried to restrict publication of research on dual-use technologies in ways that academic leaders considered ineffective and harmful to technological innovation.\textsuperscript{50} It even forced a British firm to obtain export licenses for the knowledge gained hiring American engineers.\textsuperscript{51}

U.S. officials and security experts considered the advantages in several key dual-use technologies related to missile accuracy, including computer technology and microelectronic miniaturization, that the United States and some allies enjoyed over the Soviet Union to be particularly important at this time, but Donald MacKenzie found that Western debates about how
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to protect this advantage were “based on a naive view of the nature of technology transfer.”\footnote{Donald MacKenzie, “The Soviet Union and Strategic Missile Guidance,” \textit{International Security} 13:2 (Fall 1988) p. 8.}

Western analysts underestimated how much Soviet scientists and engineers had learned about missile guidance from German experts after World War II. They exaggerated the significance of some technological constraints, such as problems the Soviets encountered with precision metal machining of ball bearings. Western analysts often disregarded social and organizational reasons that explain why the Soviets might favor “hardware” rather than “software” solutions to guidance problems, prompting them to design stellar-inertial guidance systems for submarine-launched ballistic missiles in ways that did not require as much advanced computer power as U.S. designs did. They attributed too much significance to Soviet acquisition of missile guidance technologies acquired from the West by licit and illicit means, leading them to believe that tightening export controls could slow Soviet progress in this field more than it did. Finally, they assumed unrealistically that it was still possible to prevent the Soviets from acquiring state-of-the-art dual-use technologies, such a key component for the airborne inertial navigation system that had been widely used in Boeing 747 airplanes since the early 1970s.\footnote{MacKenzie, “The Soviet Union and Strategic Missile Guidance,” p. 48.}

Any security benefits from these draconian measures came at a heavy economic cost for the United States, as shown by Figure 1. With other high-quality options available on the international market, foreign customers moved away from U.S. sources of supply in most export-controlled sectors. U.S. exports as a share of GDP dropped from 8.2\% in 1980, about half the global average, to 5.2\% in 1986, when the global average was 13.4\%.\footnote{Ortiz-Ospina and Beltekian.}

\textbf{Figure 1.} Value of exported goods as share of GDP, 1945 to 1991

Estimates correspond to merchandise export-to-GDP ratios.
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The Reagan administration’s tight export controls began to be scaled back in 1987, after the U.S. trade deficit hit record levels. That year, the superpowers signed the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces treaty, signaling a shift from superpower competition toward arms control, and Weinberger resigned, reducing the power of unilateralists in inter-agency export control debates. The following year, Congress amended the EAA to specify that export controls could not be maintained for national security reasons if comparable products were available from other countries. This started the value of exported goods relative to U.S. GDP on an upward trajectory, hitting 6.8% in 1990 and continuing to rise after the Cold War ended.

As concerns about superpower competition started to fade, worries about regional powers acquiring ballistic missiles capable of carrying nuclear weapons rose. Also in 1987, the seven most industrialized countries in the U.S. alliance system formally established the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR). These countries had decided to form an entity similar to the Nuclear Suppliers Group to coordinate decisions about selling missiles and dual-use space technologies after India successfully tested a space launch vehicle, South Korea tested a ballistic missile, and several other regional powers sought to acquire rockets from European firms. MTCR members initially pledged to rarely, if ever, approve sales of ballistic missiles capable of carrying a 500 kg payload over 300 kilometers to non-members, and to use caution when transferring relevant dual-use technologies and components. Over time, both the scope and the membership of the MTCR expanded. In 1993, members agreed not to transfer any type of ballistic missile or unmanned aircraft to countries thought to have WMD programs. More NATO countries and non-aligned European states joined in the early 1990s, followed by Argentina in 1993, Brazil and Russia in 1995, and several other former Warsaw Pact countries in the late 1990s. Thus, the formation of the MTCR initiated a process that paralleled a broader post-Cold War re-orientation of U.S. export control efforts from the primary objective of strategic advantage in superpower competition to the primary objective of reducing risks associated with WMD proliferation.

This review of Cold War export control arrangements for dual-use technologies related to advanced conventional weapons illustrates both the strategic appeal of taking an *allies versus adversaries* denial approach, and the practical difficulties of getting stable agreement among stakeholders about how to balance security, economic, political, and technological objectives. Unlike the nuclear case, where the United States decided early on that a *cooperative management* approach was its best option for managing the spread of dual-use capabilities in a highly competitive security context, the conventional case shows more controversy and fluctuation over time. It was much harder to get agreement between various U.S. and allied stakeholders about what should, or should not, be sold or shared with Communist countries. Frequent U.S. reform efforts did little to dampen dissatisfaction with any type of denial-based export control arrangement’s effectiveness at enhancing security without causing unwarranted
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economic, political or technological damage. Instead, each attempt to liberalize export control rules, harmonize U.S. and allied judgments, and streamline bureaucratic processes generated political pushback from those who feared that rivals would take advantage of increased trade and scientific exchange to narrow technological gaps with the West and build more formidable military capabilities.

**Post-Cold War controls on WMD-related technologies**

This pattern repeated in the early 1990s, as economic globalization increased incentives for U.S. trade liberalization at the same time that the main security driver for controls on dual-use technologies shifted from great power competition to WMD proliferation. U.S. government officials and security experts largely agreed on the key features of the new global economic and security context, but differed in their preferred response. The contribution of trade to GDP growth had been steadily rising for most countries since the early 1970s, but not for the United States, raising concerns that the world’s pre-eminent military power was losing economic and technological leadership to Japan and Germany. Large-scale nuclear or conventional war now seemed highly unlikely, so the main motivation for strategic trade controls shifted to keeping WMD, and the means to make and deliver them, away from so-called “rogue states” and terrorist groups that might use them asymmetrically. Initial consideration of small-scale reforms soon led to more fundamental rethinking of how to balance security, economic, political, and technological considerations in the post-Cold War context. The Clinton administration tried a more cooperative approach to management of dangerous dual-use technologies, in the hope that all major countries could work together to create a peaceful, liberal order based on free markets, trade, democracy, and the rule of law. In keeping with its more unilateralist national security strategy, the George W. Bush administration favored unilateral access denial, coercive counterproliferation, and voluntary coalitions of like-minded countries.

*Reconceptualizing technology governance for a new security and economic context*

Even before the Soviet Union collapsed, members of Congress began asking fundamental questions about whether cooperating with allies on the development and production of advanced military capabilities still served U.S. interests. The Congressional Office of Technology Assessments provided an ambivalent assessment in its 1990 report, *Arming our Allies: Cooperation and Competition in Defense Technology*. It argued that the policy of collaborating with European and Asian countries in defense technology to build up alliance capabilities achieved its primary objective during the Cold War, but had unintended consequences that were becoming more problematic. U.S. willingness to share defense technologies with allies had been premised on the United States remaining at least one generation ahead of its European and Asian partners, but “the loss of technological supremacy may be an unavoidable long-term cost of maintaining strong security alliances.”\(^{57}\) Losing that technological edge further reduced the U.S.

\(^{57}\) OTA, *Arming our Allies*, 3-5.
government’s ability to control sales of dual-use technologies when it disagreed with allied governments about whether security risks outweigh economic benefits.

The development of sophisticated centers of defense technology outside the United States meant that there was “significant peacetime overcapacity” in the defense sector, and “intense international competition for sales of high technology weapons.” In some cases, DOD could get better weapons at lower cost through international collaboration, but this would erode the U.S. defense industrial base over time. Moreover, foreign companies’ willingness to sell advanced military capabilities to a wide range of customers might complicate the United States’ ability to “project power into regions and against companies that have been armed by the Europeans.” In short, while continued close defense collaboration with foreign partners “makes business sense for individual companies, it may ultimately create unacceptable dependence on foreign suppliers, erode parts of the U.S. defense industrial base, and undermine U.S. foreign policy goals such as the nonproliferation of delivery vehicles for WMD.”

A 1991 NAS report on export controls recommended a “paradigm shift” from a “denial based regime” to an “approval based regime” in which the Soviet Union and other former adversaries targeted by export controls would become partners in supply-side coordination to prevent or slow WMD proliferation. It argued that current U.S. efforts to deny a broad range of dual-use technologies to Eastern bloc countries were neither feasible nor desirable. Feasibility – e.g., the “controllability” of military items and dual-use technologies – was not only a function of foreign availability. It also included the number of suppliers and seekers for a particular capability (in general, fewer stakeholders enhanced controllability), the extent to which other suppliers would implement export controls, whether unique items were traceable or easily concealed, whether objects of concern had become mass-produced commodities, whether they involved hardware or software, and more. The report defined desirability as the net effect on national interests when potential security benefits were weighed against negative effects of U.S. export controls on foreign relations with other suppliers and target countries, and negative economic impacts, including market share for U.S. firms, trade balances, and health of the U.S. defense industrial base.

The report’s recommendations were more evolutionary than revolutionary, though. It maintained that narrowly tailored export controls could have a net positive effect on national security by slowing, if not permanently stopping, significant improvements to potential adversaries’ military capabilities. It called for a larger voice for industry in export control policy, a stream-lined regulatory process in the United States, and agreement among COCOM members on a much smaller list of military items that should not go to particularly problematic actors. West-East trade should be encouraged unless it would directly provide the Soviet military or an aggressive player with significantly improved weapons. The report recommended that supply-side controls to constrain WMD proliferation be focused only on denying access to narrowly prescribed military activities and items required directly for weapons systems, with demand-side incentives addressed through the NPT and other cooperative nonproliferation agreements. It also advised that export controls imposed to sanction undesirable behavior be multilateral whenever
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possible, and focused on punishing violations of international agreements and widely accepted norms.

George H. W. Bush’s administration did decide to support replacing the extensive existing COCOM list of dual-use technologies that were supposed to be regulated with a much more selective “core list” of sensitive technologies that should still be carefully controlled. It did not, however, follow the recommendations to keep export controls imposed for nonproliferation purposes tightly focused on a list of militarily necessary items that were being sold by other suppliers. Shortly thereafter, though, Iraq’s defeat in the 1991 Persian Gulf War revealed its clandestine nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons development efforts. The Bush administration’s Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative quickly imposed new unilateral trade controls on a wide range of high-tech dual-use exports, including chemical processing and fermentation equipment. It also expanded the list of restricted recipients from about ten countries widely suspected of proliferation (Argentina, Brazil, India, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Libya, Pakistan, South Africa, Syria) to more than twenty countries.

U.S. high-tech companies supported the nonproliferation objectives of export control reform, but criticized the administration’s *unilateral access-denial* approach, suggesting that this would “penalize the good guys” who had not sold dangerous dual-use equipment to Iraq for the “sins of the wicked” European companies that had.\(^{60}\) This set the stage for a fundamental rethinking of how the changed security and economic environment affected both the types of dual-use technologies that needed to be controlled and the means that should be used to manage them, along the lines of the “paradigm shift” recommended by the NAS report.

By the time William J. Clinton took office, some contributors to the 1991 NAS report had concluded that powerful trends associated with globalization made all three forms of technology denial strategies -- *unilateral access denial, allies versus adversaries, and suppliers against seekers* -- not only unworkable, but also counter-productive. John Steinbruner, Ashton Carter, and William Perry, three security experts with policy experience, were leading a consortium of scholars and practitioners who were arguing that some type of global cooperative security system should replace the bipolar military confrontation of the Cold War. This group argued for expanding the multilateral cooperative management strategies developed for nuclear technology to cover other types of advanced dual-use technologies, including chemical, biological, and digital capabilities. The Clinton administration made some progress working with former adversaries, rising powers, and private corporations on new ways to accelerate global economic growth and technological innovation without increasing shared security risks. But technological capabilities advanced and spread much faster than global governance mechanisms improved.

The cooperative security consortium maintained that the changed geopolitical and economic context and the characteristics of WMD-relevant technologies required much more fundamental changes to export control systems than the 1991 NAS report had recommended. This group of independent academic experts agreed on the premise that secrecy and access denial could not be sustained for long in a tightly interconnected, information-driven global economy. They also

believed that most, if not all, of the former “second” and “third” world countries would move quickly to join COCOM countries as fully democratic members of a global free market and a rules-based international order working together on global challenges like civil violence and climate change. These countries would collectively have the vast majority of the world’s military, economic, and scientific power. Therefore, their biggest security problem was managing the spread of powerful dual-use technologies so “rogue states” willing to violate the rules of the “new world order” could not acquire WMD that could offset the combined conventional capabilities of the law-abiding countries.  

Regardless of how closely governments coordinated on supply-side controls, this group argued that efforts to deny countries like Iraq, North Korea, and Iran WMD-related dual-use technology would be prohibitively expensive and ineffective. People and information could now move easily around the world. Global economic integration went beyond increasing flows of goods across borders, facilitated by a world-wide financial system with the U.S. dollar as the dominant reserve currency and the common denominator used for trade and other financial transactions. Internationalization of production due to foreign direct investment had become a major feature, too, further limiting national governments’ ability to control who had access to high-tech knowledge and products.

As governments reduced defense spending, they also lost influence over technology development and commercialization. An increasingly independent private sector was driving major developments of dual-use technologies, with more attention to global commercial markets than to national military contracts. The share of R&D spending by industry as a percentage of GDP increased significantly during the 1990s, while government spending declined steadily; by 1996, private sector R&D expenditures were twice the federal government’s. New internet companies such as Google were far less (if at all) reliant on government funding for their commercial activities, which reduced U.S. government leverage. Moreover, multinational corporations and other private sector actors could now trade and invest almost anywhere in the world, making it increasingly difficult for national governments to track and regulate their activities. In the Information Age, more of what governments might want to control was digital rather than physical, which facilitated the global diffusion of technology. And, more high-tech components had legitimate uses in both civilian and military sectors.

Under these circumstances, members of the cooperative security consortium argued that efforts to deny some countries access to potentially beneficial nuclear, chemical, and biological technologies would be counterproductive. Discriminatory rules regarding access to dual-use technologies would breed resentment and spur indigenous technology development, often undertaken secretly so that outsiders would have no ability to influence how increasingly sophisticated capabilities might be used. They advocated for a much more collaborative approach: working with all stakeholders, be they former adversaries, developing countries,
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private companies, or academic experts, to maximize shared benefits from rapid technological advances in many fields, while engaging in an inclusive diplomatic process to define what constituted “responsible” behavior with dual-use technologies, and what was unacceptably threatening or risky.

Wolfgang Reinicke, the member of the cooperative security consortium who offered the most detailed alternative to denial-based export control arrangements, proposed supply- and demand-side strategies to facilitate most international trade, investment, and scientific collaboration involving WMD-relevant technologies, while using systematic disclosure requirements to prevent and protect against misuse. In a global economic, financial, and information environment, Reinicke argued, preventive regulation should focus on reducing the information asymmetries that proliferators used to acquire components for WMD disguised as legitimate transactions, making it easier for authorities to detect and disrupt suspicious patterns of activity.

Reinicke’s proposal involved harnessing the growing power of information technology to synthesize insights from different types of state and nonstate actors involved in sales of dual-use technologies. Much of the information that authorities needed to know about the parties to and nature of such transactions could be collected directly from firms if sellers were required to enter information into a confidential database that officials could cross-check with other data to identify suspicious patterns. The World Bank and other lenders typically require detailed information from prospective borrowers, and could be required to evaluate proliferation risks as part of routine due diligence. Information gleaned from existing anti-money laundering requirements could be used to alert banks if a potential customer was a suspected proliferator, and to warn regulators before dual-use items had been delivered to somebody who might misuse them. If officials also shared more sensitive information with companies and financial institutions, about front companies, shady dealers, and illicit programs in countries of concern, legitimate actors could make more informed business decisions to avoid unwittingly aiding proliferation. Some companies and banks who might be tempted not to ask questions would be deterred because failure to satisfy disclosure requirements would open them to scrutiny from regulators. Those who went ahead with illicit transactions would also run the risk of more law-abiding business competitors informing officials who could impose hefty penalties. In short, by building a world-wide web of information about actors and activities involving dual-use technologies, regulators could minimize proliferation, a serious negative externality of global markets, while letting most people, money, knowledge, and products move freely throughout the system.64

The logic for cooperative management harkened back to the Acheson-Lilienthal Committees recommendations of international managerial control of atomic energy and the Eisenhower administration’s rationale for using nuclear cooperation to shape nonproliferation policies and practices. Proponents maintained that state and nonstate actors involved in cooperative management of nuclear, biological, space, and other powerful dual-use technologies would internalize norms of responsible behavior, share sensitive information to reassure each other that they were following those rules, and build confidence by cooperating on increasingly ambitious
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joint projects. They would prevent security threats from emerging by sharing sensitive information to make it harder for proliferators to hide illicit activities, and by conditioning international assistance on responsible behavior with WMD-related technologies. They would also protect each other by threatening collective action (fines, sanctions, or military operations) against anyone who violated the rules. If such a cooperative management regime could be established, advocates maintained, it could increase security, economic prosperity, and technological innovation simultaneously, instead of forcing contentious tradeoffs among these objectives.

Clinton’s combination of cooperative management and suppliers against seekers

The Clinton administration generally embraced the view that promoting free trade and technological cooperation could enhance security as well as prosperity under post-Cold War conditions. Not only had tight export controls contributed to record U.S. deficits during the Reagan administration, but Japan’s share of the global market for high-tech goods had also surpassed the United States’ share. Several assessments argued that excessive domestic export controls were needlessly stifling U.S. economic growth, particularly in high-technology industries. For example, a report by the Institute for International Economics blamed three-fourths of a $25-40 billion shortfall in 1993 on export controls. The Clinton administration tried to use more cooperative management techniques to liberalize trade in dual-use technologies, but parts of DOD and State that cared more about preventing WMD proliferation than promoting trade pressed for more suppliers against seekers coordination, generating tensions between cooperative and coercive strategies for managing dual-use technologies. Its efforts to leverage technology cooperation both to improve overall security relations with Russia and China, and to incentivize them to be more selective regarding exports to potential proliferators were further complicated by pushback from members of Congress concerned about preserving U.S. technological and military advantages to head off future challenges from a resurgent Russia or a rising China.

To reconcile its security, economic, and foreign policy objectives, the White House tried to streamline export controls for lower-risk items while tasking the new interagency Trade Promotion Coordinating Committee with creating a unified framework for increasing U.S. exports abroad, including high-speed computers. Clinton officials transferred some dual-use technologies, including communications satellites in 1996, from the more restrictive U.S. Munitions List (USML) administered by the State Department to the Commerce Control List (CCL), with an interagency process to review specific decisions.

For added protection, though, BIS began to publish a list of specific “entities” in various countries (individuals, businesses, institutions, and organizations) – e.g. individual end customers who would be subject to extra-rigorous licensing requirements on top of existing dual-use export controls applied to their country. When the Entity List was initially published in 1997, the purpose was to identify entities based solely on whether their activities “could result in an increased risk of the diversion of exported, reexported, and transferred items… to…WMD programs.” In subsequent iterations of the Entity List, grounds for inclusion expanded to include unspecified “other activities contrary to U.S. national security and/or foreign policy interests.”

After becoming Clinton’s Defense Secretary, Perry established an official policy of increasing reliance on dual-use technologies as a way to advance U.S. military capabilities despite Congressional pressure to lower defense spending. Much of the United States’ huge post-Cold War military advantage leveraged space and digital technologies developed by the private sector to enhance global reconnaissance and precision strike capabilities, key elements of what was called the Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA). The expectation in the 1990s was that rapid expansion in the global commercial space and IT sectors would incentivize entrepreneurs to innovate, increase efficiency, and provide economies of scale. The U.S. military could get better products, more quickly by purchasing “off the shelf” rather than investing its own money in research, development, and production of customized military goods.

Further cost-savings for the public and private sectors could be achieved through close cooperation with Russia on civilian space activities, and use of low-cost Chinese launch services for commercial satellites. Defense Secretary Perry, Joint Chiefs of Staff Vice-Chairman William Owens, and other leading defense intellectuals were less concerned in the 1990s about what countries like Russia and China would do with advanced dual-use technologies and products than they had been during the Cold War because they now viewed those countries as partners in efforts to prevent proliferation. They maintained that as long as the United States used its intelligence and force projection capabilities to solve global security problems in ways that other major powers liked, they would be happy to reap more economic benefits by focusing on commercial and civilian applications of dual-use technologies that were increasingly available at more affordable prices.

The Clinton administration pursued some cooperative management initiatives, without completely replacing secrecy and access-denial mechanisms. The Wassenaar Arrangement, COCOM’s successor, relied on consultation and coordination among dual-use technology suppliers to prevent the most worrisome forms of proliferation without impeding mutually beneficial trade. While the Russian Federation and some Eastern European countries joined the new group, other major arms exporters, including China and Israel, did not. The Wassenaar Arrangement.
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Arrangement emphasizes transparency, information exchange, and harmonization of national trade control decisions about what is too dangerous or destabilizing to sell to any non-Wassenaar member, rather than multilateral agreement not to transfer certain items to specific countries of concern. Members are encouraged to exercise “extreme vigilance” regarding transfers of some very sensitive items, such as stealth technology and radars. They are expected to report regularly on export licenses approved or denied to non-Wassenaar members. They are also requested to report when they approve transactions that are “essentially identical” to transactions denied by other members, although countries cannot veto other members’ technology transfers.\(^{72}\)

The United States also worked with former Soviet Union and Eastern bloc countries, China, and eventually other states, on cooperative threat reduction projects intended to help recipients build export control capacity. For example, the State Department established the Export Control and Related Border Security Program (EXBS) to prevent WMD proliferation and excess accumulation of conventional weapons. Over time, the program expanded to new geographies and, in 2020, maintained a $64.9 million budget to carry out training, exchanges, interagency coordination, and implementation support with supplier countries and countries in possession of sensitive materials.\(^{73}\)

The Clinton administration was particularly concerned about nuclear and ballistic missile proliferation in South Asia, but U.S. efforts to deny India the necessary technology backfired. When India decided in the early 1980s to complement its space program with a dedicated ballistic missile program, it anticipated new constraints on dual-use technologies for those programs, as had occurred after India’s nuclear test, and made a concerted effort to develop indigenous capabilities.\(^{74}\) In 1993, India tried to buy cryogenic rocket engines and advanced technology for satellite launch vehicles from Russia, but the United States threatened to withhold financial assistance and impose sanctions on Russian defense companies because the technology could also be used to improve India’s nascent ballistic missile program. This attempt at coercive economic statecraft increased Russian suspicions about U.S. motives for helping Russia after the Soviet Union collapsed. Moscow accused the United States of trying to minimize competition in the lucrative space launch industry, and hypocritically allowing its own companies to compensate for lower defense spending by selling supercomputers to China that could be used for nuclear weapons development. Russia eventually compromised by dropping the formal tech transfer part of the deal and joining the MTCR in return for contracts to launch U.S. satellites and participation in the International Space Station project.\(^{75}\)

MTCR constraints slowed, but did not stop, Indian ballistic missile development in response to China’s nuclear and missile capabilities. India’s first flight tested its Prithvi 1 short-range (150


km) ballistic missile in 1988 and the Agni 1 (700 km range) ballistic missile in 1989, soon after the MTCR was established. Dinshaw Mistry estimates that indigenous development of key components for India’s ballistic missile program took five extra years and increased costs by 10% compared to purchasing them from a foreign supplier, but perceived discrimination in technology transfer policies bred Indian resentment. Prime Minister Rao faced domestic opposition for suspending missile tests for several years, in response to calls for restraint from the United States and technological problems. Criticism from Indian nationalists intensified in response to diplomatic pressure on India to sign the 1996 Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. That contributed to the election of a Hindu nationalist prime minister who conducted an overt nuclear weapon test in 1998. In response, the United States added several hundred institutions, including “all of the crown jewels of India’s ‘strategic enclave’,” to the BIS list of entities subject to extra-tight restrictions on dual-use technology transfers. By then, though, India had all the technology it needed to test the Agni II, a medium-range solid-fueled missile capable of carrying nuclear warheads over a 2000 km range in April 1999.

Export controls and U.S. pressure for restraint also delayed, but did not stop, Pakistan’s efforts to acquire its own nuclear warheads and ballistic missiles in response to India’s achievements. Pakistan first tested short-range ballistic missiles in 1989, shortly after India’s first Prithvi missile test. The United States imposed nonproliferation sanctions on Pakistan the following year, but it continued to receive some missile transfers and technological assistance from China and North Korea to supplement its indigenous development efforts. The United States also proposed a bilateral South Asian missile control initiative; Pakistan responded favorably, but India refused because China was not included. Pakistan continued to develop two medium-range ballistic missiles, but did not test them until after India began deploying Prithvi I missiles in 1997. Under domestic pressure to respond, Pakistan first tested the Ghauri-1 liquid-fueled missile (1,000 km) in 1998, the Shaheen I solid-fueled missile (600-800 km) in 1999, and the Shaheen-2 (1,500-2,000 km) in 2004. Mistry argues that technical assistance from China and North Korea shortened the time for Pakistan to test these missiles by a few years, but that it had enough indigenous capability that it could have eventually built these systems even if all foreign suppliers had fully joined the technology blockade.

If export controls can delay, but rarely permanently deny technology acquisition by a highly motivated country, whether the longer-term security value of those controls outweighs their costs depends on how the extra time they provide is used. Clinton administration efforts to reduce the economic and political costs of excessive export controls helped make the net effect more positive in the 1990s. U.S. high tech industries regained much of the global market share lost over the previous decade, and by 1996, the percentage of U.S. GDP from trade was up to 8.7%, about what it had been before Reagan took office. Increased trade and technology collaboration with countries like Russia and China improved political relations with key countries, and helped
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advance some non-proliferation objectives, such as persuading a number of countries to join the MTCR and convincing China to better align its export practices with MTCR guidelines.\textsuperscript{81} Most NNWS that joined the MTCR agreed to eliminate their offensive missiles and associated equipment as a condition of entry, while the United States and Russia destroyed more than 5,000 long and intermediate-range ballistic and cruise missiles to implement the 1987 Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces treaty and the two Strategic Arms Reduction Treaties (1991 and 1993). These actions complemented supply side measures and changed the normative and security context in ways that help explain why a number of countries that successfully developed short- and medium-range ballistic missiles did not deploy them in large numbers, and did not make a similarly determined effort to develop longer-range ballistic missiles during this time.

The United States also hedged against the global spread of advanced technologies by using the economic gains from trade to accelerate its own military innovation. One study suggested that since proliferation of space-based capabilities that gave the United States military and economy its “information edge” was inevitable, the Clinton administration could avoid hegemonic decline by selling enough high-tech goods and services to keep capital flowing into those industries, enabling them to innovate fast enough to maintain U.S. military and economic superiority. It showed that relaxing restrictions on foreign sales of three types of dual-use space technologies – satellite-based remote sensing, communications satellites, and high-accuracy data from global positioning and navigation satellites – helped generate sufficient revenue and spur enough innovation for the United States to improve its protection against any negative effects of proliferation.\textsuperscript{82}

The end of the Cold War had reduced, but did not eliminate, concerns about how increased trade and scientific cooperation might empower Russia and China for future strategic competition. Congressional critics attacked Clinton’s cooperative security, technology transfer, and export control policies as naively helping Russia to get back on its feet and China to gain capabilities needed to become a peer competitor. For example, after Chinese launch vehicles exploded in 1995 and 1996, killing people and destroying expensive U.S. communication satellites, Commerce allowed their owners, Hughes Electronics Corporation and Loral Space & Communications, to share sensitive technical data with the Chinese for launch failure investigations.\textsuperscript{83} Members of Congress were outraged after intelligence reviews found that the information could also be used to improve Chinese ballistic missiles.\textsuperscript{84} The Republican-controlled Congress subsequently used an amendment to the 1999 Defense appropriations bill to put space satellites back under the tighter purview of the State Department, foreshadowing efforts by the next administration to take a more coercive approach to export controls. To be on the safe side, the State Department also revoked Commerce’s determination that some basic items, like screws, did not require export licenses, and unilaterally extended all satellite-related
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controls even to allies. These moves frustrated the U.S. commercial space industry and prospective customers in allied countries while motivating China to build up its own space expertise to reduce its reliance on the United States in this field.

**Coercive prevention to counter WMD proliferation**

The George W. Bush administration saw more dangers in the post-Cold War world than its predecessor did. It shared the Clinton administration’s concern that relatively weak rogue states could use WMD to attack major powers. It considered that threat more imminent, though, based on the assessment of a 1998 commission led by Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld that North Korea, Iran, and other states could have ballistic missiles capable of hitting the United States within a few years if they got foreign assistance. The September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks and subsequent anthrax letters added a new focus on preventing nonstate actors from accessing nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons and the means to make them. At the same time, Bush officials’ realpolitik worldview fueled expectations that a resurgent Russia and a rising China would eventually challenge U.S. dominance unless the United States substantially increased investments in transformative military capabilities.

Bush officials believed that as the sole military, economic, and technological superpower in a dangerous and uncertain world, the United States could and should prioritize unilateral security strategies. The “global war on terror” made no distinction of accountability between terrorists and rogue nations that might harbor or help them. The 2002 State of the Union address described Iran, Iraq, and North Korea as an “axis of evil” that could provide terrorists with means to inflict catastrophic harm on the United States and its allies. The 2002 NSS depicted these adversaries as much less deterrable than the Soviet Union had been. Therefore, the United States needed a much more proactive strategy, including preventive military strikes on facilities that might contain WMD-related technologies, preemptive action to destroy WMD before they could be used, and missile defense to intercept in-coming ballistic weapons.

The Bush administration invested heavily in leveraging U.S. technological advantages to transform its military capabilities for the twenty-first century in the belief that innovation, entrepreneurial ingenuity, and high defense spending could perpetually ensure that the United States remained ahead of all potential challengers. It reconfigured the Cold War nuclear triad to become a post-Cold War strategic triad composed of nuclear and conventional offensive weapons, layered missile defenses, and a “responsive infrastructure” that could rapidly manufacture additional military capabilities. Whereas Clinton defense officials like Perry and Owens sought RMA capabilities so the United States military could perform unique functions for

global cooperative security operations, the Bush administration’s RMA envisioned integrating advanced sensors, communications, and computing capabilities into a prompt global strike capability capable of finding, tracking, targeting, and destroying threats located anywhere on earth or in space within an hour of an order to do so. It also hoped these digital technologies could overcome long-standing problems like counter-measure discrimination that had previously precluded deploying more than a very rudimentary missile defense system.

The Bush administration continued its predecessor’s practice of saving money by purchasing many of the components for RMA weapons systems from U.S. and foreign companies that got economies of scale by selling to a variety of customers in many different countries. Judith Reppy noted that fielding transformative military capabilities built from commercial technology was risky. It deepened dependence on foreign suppliers for critical components, and showed other countries’ militaries how they, too, could acquire advanced capabilities faster, better, and cheaper, thus potentially eroding U.S. military superiority. The United States was the clear leader in RMA applications of information and space technologies, and Reppy predicted it would remain so indefinitely because of comparatively high investment by the U.S. government. Yet, “that very investment promotes rapid technological change and thus exacerbates the problem of keeping control lists up to date.” If they covered entire categories of emerging technologies, they would be difficult to administer, harm U.S. economic interests, and breed resentment abroad. If they were too narrow, though, they would inevitably leave out dual-use technologies that could have important military applications. She concluded that “RMA technologies are a textbook example of the problems facing those who would manage technology to enhance security while promoting dual-use applications.”

The United States and some allies began revealing sensitive intelligence information to build support for implementing a unilateral militarized counter-proliferation strategy. In October 2002, senior State Department officials publicly asserted that North Korea, after being confronted with damning U.S. intelligence, had admitted to having a secret uranium enrichment program not covered by the 1994 Agreed Framework, ending that diplomatic effort to address international concerns about North Korea’s nuclear program. The following February, Secretary of State Colin Powell laid the groundwork for the U.S. invasion of Iraq by presenting evidence that Iraq was reconstituting banned WMD programs, much of which was later discredited. Three months later, an external group of Iranians seeking the overthrow of the current regime publicized intelligence indicating that Iran was building a uranium enrichment facility that it had not declared to the IAEA. Efforts by the IAEA and the EU3 (Britain, France, and Germany) made progress toward a diplomatic resolution that would have kept the Iranian nuclear program more tightly constrained than the agreement reached in 2015 did, but the United States objected to any arrangement allowing Iran even a token enrichment capability. In 2004, Pakistani scientist A.Q.
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91 NNWS subject to IAEA safeguards are obligated to report the construction of such facilities six months before bringing nuclear material on site, a milestone that Iran had not yet reached. This revelation was used as clear-cut evidence that Iran had a clandestine nuclear weapons development program when most of the intelligence supporting that judgment was classified.
Khan confessed under pressure that he had evaded export controls for years to illicitly transfer nuclear technology and material to countries like Iran, North Korea and Libya, underscoring the growing danger posed by “proliferation rings” – e.g., networks through which proliferating states and private sector actors would help each other acquire nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles more quickly and efficiently than any developing country could do on its own.

Although speeches and policy documents routinely depicted U.S. efforts to deploy missile defenses, develop prompt global strike weapons, and achieve comprehensive space dominance as driven by WMD counterproliferation and the global war on terror, Russia and China speculated that the United States also had other motives. They questioned why the United States, which was already spending roughly the same amount on its military in 2001 as the other nine top spenders combined ($281.4 billion)\(^92\), would more than double that figure to $661 billion by 2009, unless it was preparing to fight a future peer competitor.\(^93\) They also maintained that if the United States really only wanted a limited missile defense and a niche prompt global strike force sized to neutralize the small threat from a proliferator’s nascent arsenal, Bush officials would not be so adamantly opposed to arms control. To hedge against the possibility that U.S. advances in strategic offense and defense might erode the deterrent value of China’s small nuclear arsenal, or Russia’s much larger one, those two countries intensified efforts to emulate or offset U.S. military uses of advanced technologies. Even as the United States struggled militarily in Iraq and Afghanistan, the 2006 NSG expressed growing concern about Russia and China. It also mentioned a new “disruptive” category of security challenge involving “state and nonstate actors who employ technologies and capabilities (such as biotechnology, cyber and space operations, or directed-energy weapons) in new ways to counter military advantages the United States currently enjoys.”\(^94\)

Bush officials tightened U.S. export controls, with predictable negative effects. The value of exported goods and services as a share of the U.S. GDP dropped from 10.7% in 2000 to 10% in 2005 while the global average continued to rise sharply, from 23.6% in 2000 to 27.2% in 2005.\(^95\) Strict controls on commercial satellites reduced U.S. market share from 80% in the 1990s to 50% by 2006. China purchased six satellites from European and Israeli suppliers in the early 2000s – an estimated loss between $1.5 to 3.0 billion for the U.S. economy. It also developed an indigenous communications satellite, which it successfully launched in 2008, and started selling to other countries impacted by U.S. export controls.\(^96\) The two main U.S. satellite manufacturing and launch companies, Boeing and Lockheed Martin, used the Satellite Industry Association to complain about the burdens of export controls, but treaded carefully because they depended on military contracts to make up for commercial revenue that failed to materialize after the telecom bubble burst in the late 1990s. The Bush administration tried to leverage space launch cooperation to dissuade Russia from missile-related trade with Iran, but backed off when it
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realized that Boeing and Lockheed-Martin used Russian-made hardware.\textsuperscript{97} These difficulties balancing security, economic, technology, and foreign policy considerations led Bush to initiate a dual-use export control reform process in 2008, but it made little progress before he left office.\textsuperscript{98}

The Bush administration supplemented the unilateral aspects of its security strategy with voluntary cooperation with like-minded states to deny dangerous dual-use capabilities to untrustworthy countries and nonstate actors, a variation on the \textit{suppliers against seekers} approach. The more countries, companies, and other types of entities whose participation is necessary for effective controls, the harder it is to get agreement on legally binding rules with effective verification and enforcement mechanisms. Therefore, Bush officials justified their preference for informal, voluntary arrangements as a way to avoid time-consuming negotiations, and “cumbersome treaty-based bureaucracies.”\textsuperscript{99} But noninstitutionalized coordination also served the Bush administration’s desire to loosen legally binding international constraints not only on U.S. military activities, as in its 2002 withdrawal from the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, but also on its freedom to decide when the economic and political benefits of selling WMD-related technologies to a particular country outweighed the risk to global security.

The one significant legally binding multilateral initiative taken by the Bush administration in this sphere was UN Security Council Resolution 1540, adopted in 2004 under Chapter VII of the UN Charter. It prohibited UN member states from providing any form of support to nonstate actors who might be trying to acquire nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons. It also mandated that they develop, implement, and report on comprehensive national regulatory systems for tracking and securing the production, distribution, and financing of WMD-related technologies and services.\textsuperscript{100} In contrast to national regulatory rules and multilateral nonproliferation treaties, where sovereign states decide for themselves what obligations to take on, United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1540 was imposed on all UN member states by the Security Council. In keeping with the Bush administration’s antipathy toward international bureaucracies, though, the resolution did not establish a standing implementation body, like the Organization for the Prevention of Chemical Weapons, or any independent verification arrangements to supplement self-reporting, giving member states a lot of leeway to interpret or ignore its mandates.

Many UN members initially resented the unusual means by which this legal obligation was imposed on them without their consent, and were slow to start carrying out its regulatory requirements. Since the United States had justified invading Iraq in 2003 as enforcement of earlier Security Council resolutions, some countries also worried that UNSCR 1540 could become a pre-approved basis for invasion of other suspected proliferators with ties to terrorist organizations. Skepticism decreased over time because the Security Council emphasized voluntary cooperation over coercive enforcement, with the United States at the forefront of

\textsuperscript{100} \textit{https://www.un.org/disarmament/wmd/sc1540/}
countries providing capacity-building services for those who requested help meeting their UNSCR 1540 obligations. By 2011, over 120 countries had nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons-related strategic trade control legislation and enforcement mechanisms in place, an achievement that would not have been possible without the NPT, the Chemical Weapons Convention, the Biological Weapons Convention, and other foundational treaties and regimes to “provide structural integrity to the normative foundations of the [UNSCR 1540] regime.”

UNSCR 1540 increased multilateral efforts to supplement export controls with international information-sharing about financing for proliferation-related activities, a basic version of what Reinecke had recommended. The United States and other G-7 countries had formed the Financial Action Task Force in the late 1980s to combat money laundering, then expanded both its membership and its mandate after the Cold War ended. Financial institutions began sharing information about suspicious transactions to identify drug trafficking and terrorist operations, as well as proliferation rings like the A.Q. Khan network. Proliferators took advantage of global commerce to purchase WMD-relevant dual use items in countries with lax export controls. The hope, therefore, was that illicit transactions relying on intermediaries and front companies could be identified by suspicious payments flowing through global financial institutions that were based outside the jurisdiction of the country where the physical sale of the dual-use item had occurred. In practice, though, it has proven more difficult for financial institutions to implement country-specific and general anti-proliferation controls than to use these tools against money laundering, drug trafficking, and terrorist operations.

The Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI) exemplified the purely voluntary, informal approach to security cooperation that the Bush administration generally preferred. Launched in May 2003, the PSI aimed to increase interdiction of weapons and materials of mass destruction by sharing information and improving coordination with like-minded countries. The Bush administration underscored that it was “an activity, not an organization.” Ten countries – Australia, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain, and the United Kingdom – initially endorsed the PSI’s statement of principles, thereby indicating their intention to utilize national laws and bilateral boarding agreements to interdict ships carrying potentially dangerous cargo when they passed through water under the signatories’ jurisdiction. As of 2019, 107 countries, including Russia, have endorsed the PSI’s statement of principles, which each
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interprets as it sees fit. China remains notably absent from that list, viewing the initiative as an attempt to replace existing multilateral efforts and target specific countries like North Korea.

While pressing other countries to deny hostile states and nonstate actors access to dangerous dual-use technologies, the Bush administration loosened unilateral and multilateral export controls on India for strategic, economic, and domestic political reasons. Soon after taking office, it began trying to overcome India’s long-standing opposition to missile defense by promising “breathtaking” technological cooperation for countries willing to support the Bush administration’s plans to move from threats of mutual assured destruction and legally binding bilateral arms control to a security system based on U.S. conventional military superiority, missile defense, and voluntary cooperation. In 2005, the United States and India formed a strategic partnership “to counter terrorism relentlessly” and “to create an international environment conducive to the promotion of democratic values.” This bilateral move involved allies versus adversaries transfers of dual-use technologies intended to align India with regional coalitions the Bush administration was building to counter China’s growing power, but it had unintended negative effects on multilateral nonproliferation mechanisms.

The part of this new strategic partnership that got the most attention involved the United States changing long-standing nonproliferation policy, U.S. law, and NSG practices to facilitate peaceful nuclear trade with India even though it had never signed the NPT and had a growing nuclear arsenal. U.S. arguments for treating India as an exception to NPT and NSG rules for dual-use nuclear cooperation created openings for Russia, China, Pakistan, Israel, and others to grant or seek their own exceptions to the global rules, often in ways that U.S. officials saw as increasing nuclear proliferation risks. Equally important were U.S. pledges to engage with India on various forms of space and missile cooperation. This necessitated U.S. reinterpretation of the MTCR guidelines to apply only to “offensive” missiles, not those intended for defensive missions, even though the latter could be used to shoot down satellites more easily than ballistic missiles. India did precisely that in 2019, becoming the fourth country to demonstrate its mastery of hit-to-kill anti-satellite (ASAT) technology.

In short, the Bush administration’s approach of tightening or loosening restrictions on dual-use technologies depending on the nature of U.S. relations with a given country, made a hard problem worse in several ways. By unilaterally deciding that Iran should not be allowed to have any nuclear enrichment capabilities regardless of what IAEA safeguards it was willing to accept, while India should get an exemption from the NSG requirement that all recipient countries must
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have comprehensive IAEA safeguards covering their entire nuclear program, the Bush administration weakened support for long-standing multilateral arrangements like the NPT and the NSG. It used U.S. leadership to promote less institutionalized non-proliferation tools such as UNSCR 1540 and PSI that lacked clear rules, effective verification, and authoritative compliance mechanisms. At the same time, many of the Bush administration’s security policies and military programs made countries outside the U.S. alliance system feel threatened, increasing their incentives to invest in indigenous development of dual-use technologies and find other ways to circumvent denial-based control strategies. As we have shown, foreign demand rose both for WMD-related dual-use capabilities that were the current focus of national and multilateral control efforts, and for digital, space and other RMA-related technologies, many of which were not subject to strategic trade controls. This confirmed predictions from the early 1990s that protections against the deliberate or inadvertent misuse of WMD-related technologies would not keep pace with the size and complexity of the growing challenge unless suppliers and seekers engaged more extensive forms of cooperative management than anything pursued by the Clinton administration. The growing inadequacies of preventive controls might have been acceptable if the Bush administration had been able to use very high rates of military spending and even larger private sector investments in technological innovation to provide offensive and defensive capabilities that could neutralize whatever threatening capabilities its rivals managed to acquire. But the United States never achieved that goal even at the height of its post-Cold War military, economic and technological dominance, in part because the “disarray” in Bush administration policies to control the spread of military-related technology eroded all three areas of leadership.\textsuperscript{111}

**Entering a new era of strategic trade controls on emerging technologies?**

If the most fundamental question about governance of dual-use technologies during the 1990s and early 2000s was whether cooperative management or coercive denial was better able to prevent WMD proliferation without unduly harming economic growth and technological innovation, an even more basic question emerged during the Obama administration that remains unanswered. What is the main security problem that strategic trade controls are meant to address? While some Obama officials were trying to make domestic and international controls against WMD proliferation more effective and efficient, others were raising alarms about the dangers posed by a broad collection of “emerging” technologies, particularly as they might be used against the United States in a new era of great power competition. During the Trump administration, a broad bipartisan consensus formed around the desirability of strengthening strategic trade controls on emerging technologies to (re-)gain advantage in great power competition with China. As we will show, though, there is little agreement among key U.S. stakeholders, let alone between the United States and its allies, about what specifically should be controlled, why that was desirable, and how it should be done. Moreover, the U.S. government is even less capable now than before of instituting effective controls without full cooperation from private industry, academia, allies, and other technologically advanced countries – important
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stakeholders with very different ideas about how to balance security, economics, and foreign policy objectives.

Obama efforts to simplify U.S. export control system as security problems grow more complex

Soon after taking office, President Barack Obama launched a major overhaul of the nation’s export control system that critics believed had become too broad, strict, and time-consuming for a highly connected information-age global economy fueled by rapid digital innovation.112 From the early 1990s through the mid-2000s, the contributions made by exports of goods and services to GDP in countries like Germany and China had increased dramatically, while remaining essentially flat for the United States (see Figure 2). The percentage of U.S. exports involving high technology goods,113 rather than other manufactured goods, began to drop dramatically during the Bush administration, while remaining relatively stable for China and Germany (see Figure 3). By the early Obama years, the United States had less market share and influence in critical high-tech sectors than it had during the Cold War or in the period of post-Cold War U.S. global dominance. Another motivation for export control reform was that by 2009, technologies originating in the private sector had overtaken those that were attributed to the government in both quantity and quality.

Figure 2. Exports of Goods and Services (% of GDP), 1975 – 2021
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Source: World Bank national accounts data, and OECD National Accounts data files.


113 The World Bank defines high-technology exports as “products with high R&D intensity, such as in aerospace, computers, pharmaceuticals, scientific instruments, and electrical machinery.” From: Metadata Glossary, World Bank, Accessed January 18, 2023, https://databank.worldbank.org/metadataglossary/world-development-indicators/series/TX.MNF.TECH.ZS.UN.
Like previous reform efforts, the Export Control Reform Initiative sought to increase U.S. economic competitiveness without damaging U.S. security by building “higher walls” around the most sensitive technologies while loosening restrictions for less sensitive items. The most innovative aspect of this reform initiative was to simplify the export control system and reduce bureaucratic burdens by creating four “singles:” a single licensing agency to handle both dual-use items and munitions, a single commodities list, a single enforcement coordination agency and a single information technology platform that combined multiple databases.

The administration made progress, but could not get Congressional approval to consolidate responsibility for export licenses.

The most significant change involved the transfer of thousands of goods from the strictly-regulated USML under the International Traffic in Arms Regulations, administered by the State Department’s Directorate of Defense Trade Controls, to the more flexible CCL under the Export Administration Regulations, administered by BIS. That change drew mixed reviews, with advocates saying that it cut red tape and allowed officials to focus their attention on fewer items,
and critics saying that it harmed nonproliferation efforts by making it easier for adversaries to obtain sensitive items.\textsuperscript{117}

This export control reform process began in the context of a larger Obama administration effort to undo some of the most unilateral and unpopular aspects of the Bush administration’s international security policies. President Obama’s 2009 speech in Prague called on world leaders to join him in a concerted effort to eliminate nuclear weapons, through further reductions with Russia, re-invigorated nonproliferation diplomacy, and Nuclear Security Summits to prevent catastrophic terrorism.\textsuperscript{118} He tried to strengthen and institutionalize multilateral nonproliferation initiatives from the Bush years, such as the UNSCR 1540 Committee and the PSI. His administration also proposed, and in some cases agreed with Russia and China on voluntary transparency and confidence-building measures to reduce risks associated with cyber and space activities, such as establishing communication procedures to discuss worrisome incidents in these spheres. At the same time, the Obama administration continued some versions of many Bush-era security programs that Russia and China considered particularly threatening, including missile defense, and dramatically expanded some high-tech programs that blurred the lines between war and peace, such as using armed drones for counter-terrorism operations. The grueling battle for New START ratification and opposition even from some Democratic members of Congress to any agreement with Iran that did not permanently end all dual-use nuclear activities also caused foreign leaders to question whether Obama was really all that different from Bush.

Prospects for cooperation with Russia and China were further complicated during Obama’s second term in office by China’s assertive behavior regarding contested territorial claims and Russia’s 2014 annexation of Crimea from Ukraine. By 2014, some members of the DOD and the intelligence community had come to see China and Russia as current strategic competitors, rather than potential future threats as the previous administration did.\textsuperscript{119} The official Obama administration position expressed increased concern, but still refrained from labeling them adversaries. It continued to cooperate with them in negotiations over Iran’s nuclear program and other multilateral efforts to keep WMD-related capabilities away from potential proliferators and terrorist groups.\textsuperscript{120}

Concerns that China might soon threaten U.S. technological superiority were reinforced when the Chinese government announced a comprehensive 10-year plan to upgrade Chinese technology development and manufacturing so Chinese firms could cooperate on more equal terms and compete more effectively with other advanced industrialized countries.\textsuperscript{121} Some in U.S. policy circles interpreted the Made in China 2025 blueprint (MIC 2025) as top-down guidance to gain strategic advantage and market leadership in various ways, including obtaining
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technology from American companies and universities in priority areas, such as aerospace, AI, advanced manufacturing, new materials, robotics, and semiconductors.  

China adopted a comprehensive AI development strategy in 2017 to “build China’s first-mover advantage in the development of AI.” That year it also established a Central Military-Civil Fusion Development Committee to improve the Chinese military’s ability to use commercial products, somewhat similar to Defense Secretary Perry’s efforts in the 1990s.

During Obama’s second term, officials in the Defense Department undertook what they called the Third Offset initiative, a strategy for using emerging technologies to re-establish U.S. military predominance over great power rivals despite mandatory reductions in military spending anticipated under the Budget Control Act. Proponents believed that China and Russia had made significant improvements in their warfighting capabilities while the United States was bogged down in wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, particularly in their ability to deny the U.S. access to areas in their region needed for military operations. The Third Offset initiative sought greater cooperation between Silicon Valley and the Pentagon to translate U.S. advantages in AI, cyber capabilities, unmanned systems, and other emerging technologies more efficiently and better offset, or “overmatch” advances in Chinese and Russian military capabilities. It also tried to re-orient U.S. relations with those two countries, from engaging them as potential economic and diplomatic partners to treating them as strategic competitors.

In 2015, DOD created the Defense Innovation Unit Experimental (DIUx) to establish partnerships with companies working on emerging technologies who were not traditional defense contractors. By this time, business R&D spending was three times greater than federal R&D expenditures, making newer tech companies more independent and more likely to make decisions based purely on market considerations than companies who considered the U.S. government to be their most important customer. This is a clear contrast to industry players’ attitudes during the Cold War, when they often worked to respond to the government’s military-related needs. The private sector’s leadership in innovation also means that the government is likely to be one step behind, making it more difficult for authorities to control products developed by private firms.

In addition, some of the leading tech entrepreneurs distrust government officials, dislike bureaucratic regulations, and have market incentives to refuse government requests for help with security matters. For example, after a 2015 mass shooting in San Bernardino, California,
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Apple refused government requests to aid its investigation by developing new software to provide a “back door” into the shooter’s iPhone. A lengthy legal battle ensued, with Apple insisting that forcing companies to help the U.S. government in this way would also facilitate access by malicious actors – repressive foreign governments, intelligence agents, and cyber criminals.\textsuperscript{128} In a reverse form of the typical dual-use dilemma, private industry exercised its power to deny U.S. officials access to a capability that they sought for legitimate reasons, for fear that somebody might eventually misuse it. As with other access-denial attempts, the seeker (in this case, the FBI) eventually found a work-around: it dropped the legal case against Apple in 2016 after an Australian security firm exploited a software vulnerability to hack into the shooter’s phone.\textsuperscript{129} The episode was indicative of the U.S. officials’ need to develop a more collaborative relationship with tech industry leaders, which would be hard if they thought that strategic trade controls were preventing lucrative business deals with foreign partners.

\textit{An uneasy consensus develops against China as a high-tech peer competitor}

The concerns that motivated DOD’s Third Offset initiative to counter strategic advantages that China might get by surpassing the United States in key emerging technology sectors gained broader bipartisan support during the Trump and Biden administrations. When Donald Trump took office in 2017, many Democrats in Congress and large segments of the U.S. business community were very skeptical about major elements of his “America First” approach to international relations. However, they increasingly shared his perception of China as a dangerous peer competitor in a highly interdependent global economy and for leadership in technological innovation, not just in the military sphere as the Soviet Union had been. This shared perspective drove Congress to pass two major pieces of legislation expanding export controls and investment reviews to cover emerging technology and focusing more on China, without addressing whether that should be done instead of, or in addition to, the previous objective of preventing WMD proliferation. A key part of President Trump’s election platform was to take a tougher approach to Chinese trade practices than his predecessors.\textsuperscript{130} A trade war ensued with much of the economic fallout from imposed tariffs negatively affecting U.S. businesses. Several studies found that U.S. companies bore much of the cost of U.S. tariffs imposed on imports, with one estimate totaling $46 billion.\textsuperscript{131} At the same time, the Trump administration used threats to impose tariffs and reduce military support to coerce U.S. allies into making trade concessions to the United States and increasing their military spending, moves that made Congressional Democrats and allies fear that the United States was becoming even more unilateralist and isolationist than the Bush administration had been.
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In late 2017, the Trump administration released a new NSS that embraced much of the thinking about emerging technologies and strategic competition with China generated by the Third Offset initiative. It identified great power competition, proliferation, and transnational terrorism as three equally important security challenges, and rejected the idea that bringing China and Russia into the global trading system would promote economic and political liberalization of those autocratic regimes while providing reciprocal benefits for U.S. prosperity and security. The NSS called for a major effort to rebuild the U.S. defense industrial base and regain across-the-board U.S. military superiority to prevail in great power competition, deterrence, and potential war. It recognized the need for closer cooperation with industry and academia, both to educate them about the various ways in which strategic rivals sought to steal intellectual property and accelerate their own emerging technologies research, and to streamline the acquisition process so that the U.S. military could field transformative capabilities more quickly. Yet, some of the priority actions it proposed to take, such as tightening restrictions on foreign investment in U.S. tech companies and visas for students from countries like China to study in STEM fields at U.S. universities, were often criticized by the same industry and academic leaders whose cooperation they needed.

Soon after the new NSS came out, DIUx issued a report that made explicit why the administration intended to work with Congress to ensure that the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) was carefully evaluating national security risks. CFIUS is an interagency committee established by President Ford in the mid-1970s to review foreign investments in the United States that might be problematic, especially by wealthy Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries. In the late 1980s, when some Americans worried that Japan might soon surpass the United States as a global economic power and technological innovator, Congress gave the president authority to block the Fujitsu Company’s proposed purchase of an American semiconductor company and other proposed foreign acquisitions, takeovers and mergers if they could harm national security. The DIUx report documented a significant increase in Chinese-origin venture funding in U.S. companies over the previous seven years. It also supported claims that Chinese investments were concentrated in the same key technology areas (such as AI) that the Pentagon saw as essential for maintaining technological superiority.

Concerns about Chinese IP theft, investments in U.S. companies, and advances in key militarily significant technological sectors resulted in amendments to two key pieces of legislation in 2018: the Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act (FIRRMA) and the Export Control Reform Act (ECRA). FIRRMA expanded CFIUS’ jurisdiction to address national security risks that might arise from non-controlling foreign investments in certain companies involved with key emerging technologies, critical infrastructure, and sensitive personal data. It did not

explicitly target any one country but was widely understood to be a direct response to the perceived threat posed by China.\textsuperscript{134}

ECRA is the first export control legislation to explicitly treat economic security as part of national security. It underscores the importance of ensuring that trade, technology, and investment decisions do not erode the U.S. defense industrial base, make U.S. firms less competitive, or slow innovation. At the same time, it restored permanent statutory authority to the President to control dual-use technology transfers; he had been using emergency Executive powers to do so since 2001. ECRA’s Section 1758 mandated that the President establish an interagency process to supplement existing controls on WMD-related technologies with new controls on “emerging and foundational” dual-use technologies, without defining those terms.\textsuperscript{135}

It said nothing, though, about how this process was supposed to weigh the potential harm to national security from overly broad export controls that slowed U.S. economic growth and technological innovation versus the security risks associated with whatever foreign rivals might gain from trade, technological collaboration, and investment involving U.S. companies and academics working on emerging technologies.

The Commerce Department’s BIS initiated the Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) process for emerging technologies in 2018 by laying out 14 different categories for public comment:

1. Biotechnology
2. AI and machine learning
3. Position, navigation, and timing technology
4. Microprocessor technology
5. Advanced computing technology
6. Data analytics technology
7. Quantum information and sensing technology
8. Logistics technology
9. Additive manufacturing (e.g., 3D printing)
10. Robotics
11. Brain-computer interfaces
12. Hypersonics
13. Advanced materials
14. Advanced surveillance technologies

The rulemaking process caused uncertainty in the U.S. technology sector over the scope of future controls on foreign investments and sales. Some of the technologies on this list, such as hypersonics, have been under development for decades, and others, such as position, navigation, and timing technology, contributed significantly to the United States’ post-Cold War RMA.

\textsuperscript{134} For summary of FIRRMA, see “Summary of the Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act of 2018,” https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/206/Summary-of-FIRRMA.pdf
Some U.S. companies including Amazon and Genentech took issue with defining AI and biotechnology, respectively, as “emerging” because they are well-developed technologies with global scope.\textsuperscript{136} Other industry players questioned how the U.S. government would evaluate foreign availability and measure the impact of new controls on economic competitiveness and technological leadership.\textsuperscript{137}

Despite disagreement about precisely what constitutes an “emerging technology,” there is a general view that this term connotes “a radically novel and relatively fast growing technology characterized by a certain degree of coherence persisting over time and with the potential to exert a considerable impact on the socio-economic domains which is observed in terms of the composition of actors, institution, and patterns of interactions among those, along with associated knowledge production process.”\textsuperscript{138} Because an emerging technology’s importance is based on its future capabilities and applications, there is, by definition, great uncertainty and ambiguity about its scientific promise, commercial appeal, military utility, and impact on socio-political relations. Russian interference in the U.S. 2016 presidential election and other so-called “gray zone” operations have blurred distinctions not only between war and peace, but also between military and civilian uses of technology,\textsuperscript{139} making it even harder to get agreement on governance mechanisms than it usually is for more established dual-use technologies.

While BIS was taking public comments about potential new controls on emerging technologies, the Trump administration took other steps to restrict export of technologies and know-how. For example, it removed the civil-end user exemption for countries that are a national security concern including China, after elevating India to Strategic Trade Authorization Status 1, the same level as NATO countries.\textsuperscript{140} Ending the civil-end user exemption for China complicated the hiring process for U.S. industry players that had previously relied on Chinese talent to develop a range of dual-use technologies including integrated circuits, and radar systems, because giving a foreign national information about a controlled technology through an academic research or employment in a U.S. company is a “deemed export” that must be licensed.\textsuperscript{141} Critics argued that export restrictions had negative implications for labor and productivity in critical technology

\begin{footnotesize}
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industries and created an environment of uncertainty for U.S. industry, which could result in offshoring R&D.\textsuperscript{142}

The Trump administration paid particular attention to the semiconductor industry in its broader efforts to gain strategic advantage by securing U.S. supplies and denying access to China. It placed 25% tariffs on semiconductor imports from China after an investigation into China’s intellectual property theft and other unfair trade practices.\textsuperscript{143} President Trump also added Huawei, a Chinese smartphone and telecommunications equipment firm, to the Entity List in 2019, citing espionage concerns. This policy was a clear escalation in the strategic competition between the two countries with implications for the broader semiconductor industry.\textsuperscript{144} The entity list designation made it far more difficult for Huawei to acquire U.S. technology for its products because of U.S. export license requirements. Huawei initially adapted to the policy by purchasing semiconductors needed for its 5G network from alternative suppliers in South Korea and Taiwan.\textsuperscript{145} In May 2020, the Commerce Department responded by amending the foreign direct product rule (FDPR) to prevent any U.S.-origin commercial off-the-shelf product from ending up in the hands of Huawei or any affiliates on the Entity List.\textsuperscript{146} This was a direct attempt to keep alternative semiconductor technology suppliers from doing business with Huawei, since these companies often used some U.S. origin equipment in their manufacturing process.

American firms (including Applied Materials, Lam Research, and KLA) hold a large enough share of the market for semiconductor manufacturing equipment that the Trump administration could deny Huawei access to a reliable supply of advanced semiconductors, at least for a while.\textsuperscript{147} But, achieving this security objective did predictably broad economic damage to U.S. industry players and companies in friendly countries. SEMI, an industry association representing electronics design and manufacturing, estimated that the May 2020 rule had cost $17 million in lost sales of U.S.-origin items “unrelated to Huawei” by July of that year.\textsuperscript{148} European allies also expressed concern with the new American push for tighter export restrictions. Some European countries viewed it as a blunt instrument and were skeptical of the Trump administration’s objectives, considering his broader campaign to counter China’s rise.\textsuperscript{149} By the end of Trump’s time in office, Europe had yet to fully grapple with the changing realities of emerging technologies because of differences in opinion with the United States over the usefulness of export controls and the threat posed by China.\textsuperscript{150}

\textsuperscript{142} ibid., 4
\textsuperscript{143} ibid., 2.
\textsuperscript{145} Brown, “semiconductor industry,” 26.
\textsuperscript{147} Chad P. Brown, “How the United States marched the semiconductor industry into its trade war with China,” Peterson Institute for International Economics, WP 20-16, 27.
\textsuperscript{150} ibid.
Recent developments

The Biden administration has continued the Trump administration’s efforts to deny China, and other countries of concern, access to high-tech information, products, materials, and manufacturing capabilities, but it has sought to take more of an allies versus adversaries approach than a purely unilateralist response to the perceived economic and security threat posed by the return of great power competition.151152 Biden officials have followed Trump’s lead in the use of the entity list to block exports to specific Chinese companies in technology areas like quantum computing.153 They have also relied on the Critical and Emerging Technology list to guide regulatory actions. In February 2022, the Biden administration added some new categories, such as Advanced Nuclear Energy Technologies, and identified subfields for each technology.154 The executive subcommittee list significantly overlaps with and will inform future actions taken by BIS in its own efforts to control emerging and foundational technologies. The list also indicates areas where Chinese investment will be highly scrutinized by CFIUS.155

Most recently, the Biden administration implemented sweeping export controls on advanced semiconductors and semiconductor manufacturing equipment to China in an attempt to hobble the country’s progress in advanced chip production.156 While the Biden administration consulted with allies, the restrictions were essentially unilateral.157 At the same time, the administration is working with U.S. allies and partners to develop a reliable and secure technological ecosystem. For example, the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue, consisting of Australia, India, Japan and the United States, is working to establish standards on AI and bolster the resilience of the semiconductor supply chain.158
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The bipartisan consensus in Congress that more tools must be developed to counteract the PRC has grown. This includes proposed legislation that (for the first time) scrutinizes outbound U.S. foreign direct investment, as well as other business activities such as offshoring, in sectors that provide “national critical capabilities.” The legislative effort also supports the identification of supply chain vulnerabilities based on reporting requirements to minimize risks in these critical areas. Lack of consensus on scope of the legislation and breadth of “national critical capabilities” has produced pushback from industry and some members of Congress. Yet, fear of China getting ahead of the United States in emerging technologies with potentially transformative military applications has made an expanded role for government regulation of economic activity more palatable to many lawmakers, at least in principle, than it has been since right after World War II. Human rights concerns have further broadened Congressional support for export controls on advanced surveillance equipment and other emerging technologies that could be used by China or other repressive governments.

Despite this widespread desire among U.S. policymakers for enhanced controls on emerging technologies, regulators have made slow progress defining what should be controlled and getting multi-stakeholder agreement on which new restrictions would provide large enough security benefits to outweigh the economic, technological, and political costs. In May 2022, BIS abandoned its efforts to differentiate between emerging and foundational technologies and now refers to everything on this list as “Section 1758 Technologies.” This prompted a member of Congress to complain that BIS had identified “zero ‘foundational’ technologies, calling the terminological change a “blatant attempt” by BIS to shirk its legal responsibility and obscure oversight.

As of May 2022, BIS had established 38 emerging technology controls, mostly in agreement with the Wassenaar Group or the Australia Group, whose members harmonize decisions about exports that could be used for biological or chemical weapons development. In August 2022, BIS added only four more very narrowly defined emerging technologies to the CCL: two substrates of ultra-wide bandgap semiconductors, electronic computer-aided design software for the development of integrated circuits for a particular type of transistor structure (GAAFET), and pressure gain combustion technology used in gas turbine engines. The BIS interim final rule noted that these four technologies met “Section 1758 Technologies” criteria and had been added to the Wassenaar Arrangement control list the previous December. BIS promised to address
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decisions taken at the same WA plenary meeting to loosen controls on other technologies at a future time.\textsuperscript{164}

Although the Biden administration has been more concerned than its predecessor about cooperating with allies to enhance the effectiveness of export controls, it has taken several unilateral steps to try to maximize the United States’ relative advantage over China in what it considers the three most critical emerging technology sectors: advanced computing (including microelectronics, quantum information systems, and AI), biotechnology, and clean energy\textsuperscript{165}. In August 2022, it gained bipartisan support for the CHIPS and Science Act, which provides over $52 billion of public funding, and leverages a comparable amount of private sector money, to re-establish U.S. leadership in advanced semiconductor research and manufacturing\textsuperscript{166}. Two months later, the administration announced new export restrictions on advanced computer chips and chip making equipment that China could use to modernize its conventional and nuclear capabilities. Since all the most advanced semiconductors are currently made in Taiwan and the most sophisticated lithography equipment needed to make these chips is only manufactured by one company in the Netherlands, the United States invoked the FDPR to try to prevent these and other foreign companies using any American technology from exporting banned items to China.

Several features of the advanced semiconductor sector help explain why the Biden administration focused narrowly on this subset of advanced computing for its first major new application of U.S. export controls. The most advanced U.S. supercomputing capabilities have been subject to export reviews and restrictions since the Cold War, so this has long been considered a dual-use technology with particularly significant security implications. A foundation of bipartisan political support had already been laid during the Trump administration for the idea that denying China access to advanced chips was a chokepoint that would provide broad strategic economic, military, and technological advantages for the West at relatively low cost. There are also good reasons why the U.S. semiconductor industry would be enthusiastic about this initiative. It gained a huge infusion of government funding to help it achieve and potentially surpass what a few companies in Asia and Europe are already able to do, plus the imposition of FDPR controls on those foreign companies’ ability to sell to China, in return for not exporting some of their best products to China\textsuperscript{167}.

Even under these relatively conducive circumstances, it is hard to know how much of a strategic advantage these new U.S. export controls will provide and how long it will last. U.S. officials


acknowledged that unilateral controls will “lose effectiveness over time if other countries don’t join us, and we risk harming U.S. technology leadership if foreign competitors are not subject to similar controls.”168 Some aspects of the reasoning behind these restrictions are similar to the “naive view of the nature of technology transfer” that motivated U.S. efforts to use export controls to keep the Soviets from improving the accuracy of their missile guidance systems during the Cold War, and to keep regional powers from acquiring ballistic missiles capable of carrying nuclear warheads in the 1990s. The Chinese government is already making a concerted effort to overcome various technological weaknesses that hinder its indigenous ability to produce semiconductor manufacturing equipment capable of meeting its own needs and competing in the global marketplace, much as Japan caught up with and surpassed U.S. semiconductor manufacturing in the 1970s and 1980s.169 As Mistry’s research on the MTCR shows, the imposition of new export controls usually spurs increased indigenous investment and technological advancement, so they may delay, but rarely stop the target country from acquiring a particular capability. They might be worthwhile if the countries employing unilateral, allies versus adversaries, or suppliers against seekers strategies use however much extra time they gain from these denial-based approaches to include the target state(s) in the development of a more cooperative governance arrangement for the dual-use technology in question,170 but there is little evidence that anyone in the Biden administration is thinking about how to engage China constructively to develop mutually acceptable rules for responsible uses of advanced computing technologies.

The unilateral imposition of strict new export controls is less feasible and desirable for other emerging technology sectors. Biotechnology and clean energy technology, the two other broad fields that the Biden administration has identified as worthy of a large investment of U.S. government funds to offset restrictions on foreign investment and exports, do not have a lengthy history of exports controls like advanced computing does. The U.S. biotech industry successfully resisted international efforts in the 1990s to negotiate a verification protocol for the Biological Weapons Convention, which would have been a cooperative management strategy to reduce concerns about the global spread of advanced biotechnologies. It also helped convince the Bush administration to keep the national review process for research with dangerous pathogens from being strengthened after the 2001 anthrax attacks as much as some experts recommended.171 Attempts to impose strategic trade controls on clean energy technologies would face strong political opposition from environmentalists around the world, as well as from many private sector interests. They are not on the “Section 1758” list, indicating that BIS is not currently considering imposing any export or investment controls in this field. The United States imposed anti-dumping tariffs on solar panels from China in 2012, but recently suspended anti-dumping

duties that could be levied on imported solar modules and cells from Cambodia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam in order to accelerate solar projects in the U.S., which had been stalled by the prospect of high tariffs on solar products suspected of having Chinese components. A recent study projected large future cost savings from global trade in clean energy technologies by estimating that having a globalized photovoltaic (PV) module market had saved PV installers US$24 (19–31) billion in the United States, US$7 (5–9) billion in Germany and US$36 (26–45) billion in China from 2008 to 2020. Staunch neo-mercantilists might argue that this could harm U.S. national security because the financial benefits are larger for China than for the United States and Germany, but most people are likely to focus on the fact that all three countries get substantial savings. The prospects for avoiding catastrophic climate change hinge on how rapidly countries and companies around the world, and especially in large, rapidly growing countries like China, can innovate, commercialize, and adopt clean energy technologies. For both economic and environmental reasons, therefore, it is hard to imagine the United States and its Western allies agreeing to impose strategic trade controls on clean energy technologies that might help China reduce its carbon emissions.

**Crafting a path forward: socio-technical dimensions to guide policy decisions**

Focusing just on the three categories of emerging technology that the Biden administration identified as crucial for United States and other democratic countries to “win the competition for the twenty-first century” indicates how challenging it will be to get multi-stakeholder agreement that the benefits of implementing specific new strategic trade controls outweigh the economic, technological, political – and also medical and environmental costs. Each broad field differs from the others in ways that affect the feasibility and desirability of different policy options for managing its development, spread, and use to promote beneficial applications and prevent dangerous ones. The same could be said of the other twelve categories on the BIS list of emerging technologies under consideration for new strategic trade controls.

To complicate matters further, the Biden-Harris NSS takes a less purely zero-sum view of great power relations than the Trump administration did. The 2022 NSS declares that the United States, Russia, and China should “compete responsibly where their interests diverge and cooperate where they converge,” highlighting climate and energy security, biosecurity and pandemics, food security, arms control and nonproliferation, and terrorism as shared challenges where mutually beneficial cooperation should be possible. This raises fundamental questions about whether and when the primary objective of emerging technology governance policies should be:

- Advancing U.S. national interests unilaterally (America first);
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- Maximizing the United States and its democratic allies’ relative power vis-a-vis authoritarian governments;
- Establishing “guardrails” for great power competition to enhance strategic stability and avoid excessive arms racing;
- Coordinating suppliers’ decision-making about selling dual-use technologies to potential proliferators and terrorists seeking WMD; or
- Institutionalizing norms, regimes, and other cooperative management arrangements to promote beneficial uses of emerging technologies, increase transparency, provide reassurance, and respond collectively to hostile or irresponsible actions by state and nonstate actors.

In current policy debates, the main motivation for tighter controls has shifted from concerns about WMD proliferation to strategic competition with a great power rival whose economic power and technological advancement are closer to the United States’ than those of the Soviet Union ever were, without much debate about which is actually the more urgent security problem. Nor has there been much open discussion about how well denial-based control mechanisms are likely to work when the global economy remains highly integrated, and when companies need to maximize profits and governments need to foster economic growth under difficult conditions. In this context, policymakers must avoid two types of errors, both of which have been made repeatedly before. They do not want to be paralyzed by complexity to the extent that unregulated dual-use technologies can be easily obtained or developed and used to harm vital U.S. interests. But they also should be careful not to impose strategic trade controls on broad areas of emerging technology if they are not likely to be effective, and if the economic, political, and technological development costs are likely to outweigh any security benefits that can be achieved.

The historical analysis of previous U.S. efforts to manage dual-use technologies during and after the Cold War showed that what governance approaches were chosen, and how well they worked, was a function of the international security and economic context; the characteristics of the technology in question; the state of that technology’s development and diffusion; and the relevant stakeholders’ interests and ideas about managing dual-use technology. Therefore, policymakers should approach governance of emerging dual-use technologies by considering both the general factors structuring the current iteration of this policy dilemma, and the specific socio-technical characteristics of each type of emerging technology that raises dual-use concerns.

The global security and economic context is roughly the same for all current categories of emerging dual-use technology, but each type contributes in different ways to national security and economic growth, depending on specific features of that sector. Important technological characteristics to consider include expectations and uncertainty about scientific promise; whether technologies are primarily made up of material or intangible components; and how demanding the fabrication process is. Some dual-use emerging technologies may be developed primarily in the private sector and used for commercial and civilian purposes, with relatively few current military applications, while others may be predominantly developed with government funding for military applications. Some so-called “emerging” technologies are still at such an early stage
of development that imposing controls would stifle innovation without any near-term security benefits, while others have already been commercialized by so many companies in different countries that imposing effective controls is simply not possible, regardless of what the rationale might be. Finally, some or all of the major powers may be competing for advantage on the frontier of technology development, with important implications for strategic stability, whereas other emerging technologies are primarily of concern as they affect WMD proliferation.

To illustrate how these types of technology-specific considerations impact the feasibility and desirability of various governance options, this remainder of this section will summarize findings from earlier CISSM research that mapped sectoral characteristics for five types of emerging technologies drawn from categories on the BIS’s 2018 ANPRM list. It examined positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) technologies, quantum computing, quantum sensing (two different sectors lumped together on the BIS list under quantum information and sensing), hypersonics, and computer vision (a distinct subset of the much larger BIS category of AI and machine learning).

These five technologies were selected for analysis based on a review of the stakeholder commentary provided in response to the ANPRM, to account for different stages of development, degrees of dual-use application, and technological factors. Data was collected for each technology across a range of variables that have been identified in the academic literature and policy debates as potentially relevant to the desirability and/or feasibility of denial-based control options (unilateral, allies versus adversaries, and suppliers against seekers) because those are the options most commonly discussed at this time.

Seven technology-specific characteristics emerged from this sectoral mapping exercise as particularly important. Some primarily affect feasibility – i.e. how realistic it is that some type of denial-based control strategy could prevent or slow countries of concern acquisition of the capability in question. Others primarily influence desirability from the perspective of various stakeholders – i.e., how they view the military, economic, political, and technological benefits or costs of different types of governance options.

The emerging technology sectoral mapping study was conducted independently of, and largely prior to, the historical analysis of the nature and effectiveness of U.S. strategies for managing dual-use technologies presented earlier in this paper. The technological and sociological factors that shaped choices about what type and scope of controls should be applied to a specific technology in a particular security and economic context, and that determined how effectively those policies provided the desired security benefits without excessive economic, political, and technological costs, are clearly relevant to current efforts to manage emerging technologies. For
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example, unlike technologies in the historical analysis, an important contemporary consideration is the extent to which the technology innovation of interest is captured by software components. As more innovation occurs on software, rather than hardware, for emerging technologies, the applicability of historical controls which are based on tracking tangible items shrinks. The traits considered in the emerging technology sectoral mapping attempt to capture these new trends by considering the technological and sociological shifts that will influence the applicability of different types of controls.

The following subsections summarize those characteristics, then provide a top-level comparison of those characteristics in the five emerging technology sectors used as case studies in the earlier mapping studies. This shows that while there might be broad bipartisan consensus in principle on the desirability of enhanced strategic trade controls on emerging technologies, it will be difficult to identify many feasible options. It also indicates that as policy debates move from evaluating the general desirability of strategic trade controls on emerging technologies to consideration of the specific options that might be feasible, it will probably be even more difficult to get multi-stakeholder agreement in practice on which measures are likely to provide security benefits that outweigh the technological, economic, and political costs of trying to impose tighter controls.

**Technology-specific feasibility considerations**

Characteristics such as technology makeup, the fabrication process, and the stage of development during the period of consideration are influential in determining how feasible it might be for the U.S. government to impose tighter unilateral trade controls on a broad area or specific application of an emerging technology, whether it could achieve its security objectives by cooperating on controls with allied countries and/or with other supplier states, or whether the only available options involve consensual agreement on rules for responsible use.

1. **Technology Makeup**

The feasibility of various control or regulatory policies depends in part on what types of systems and components comprise the technology. For hardware-based systems or systems that have critical hardware components, there may be limited sources of critical raw materials or intricate components. In these cases, it could be feasible to control the flow of the technology through limiting access to a critical node in the supply chain. Whether the United States is the sole producer of the protected node, or the degree to which the countries that have access are among a cohort of allies or a group with a shared interest in control, will determine the feasibility of establishing effective unilateral or multilateral controls. However, exclusion-based controls also could lead to the unintended consequence of incentivizing indigenous capability acquisition or development of alternative methods to achieving the technology in the very country or countries for which the controls were intended to target, and thus may actually facilitate broader dispersion in the long run. As discussed previously, an unintended consequence of the Clinton
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Administration’s MTCR strategy was that it catalyzed India’s now robust aerospace technology industry.\textsuperscript{178}

Conversely, if a technology is almost entirely software-based, control mechanisms cannot target the physical movement or ownership of hardware components. Instead, governance of intangible technology transfers must address software applications, sometimes referred to as “end-use controls”. These types of controls are more challenging because intent, and even application, are more difficult to verify than physical technology development and possession.\textsuperscript{179} This challenge is becoming a larger problem for the export control community, as the key innovation elements of new technologies gradually become more software-based. An added challenge is the fact that cloud-based systems establish vast networks of dispersion, allowing remote access to physical systems and data, and sometimes without a user’s knowledge that such dispersion may occur.\textsuperscript{180} The increased role of software among current emerging technologies is one of the core challenges to the traditional export control paradigm.

2. Technology Fabrication Process

The fabrication process for military and dual-use technologies has historically been a very active area of consideration in proliferation analysis.\textsuperscript{181} This dimension includes the design, manufacturing, and testing phases required for developing a given technology. It also encompasses the facilities needed, and the tacit knowledge or human resources required to ultimately develop and operate the technology. Controls on critical fabrication processes and requirements can further increase the timeline for potential proliferators to achieve a technology, but the efficacy of such a policy varies depending on the sophistication of the fabrication process and requirements. If these processes and requirements are very expensive or difficult to acquire, barriers to entry are higher, and the number of countries and companies making and transferring the technology will be smaller even without the implementation of control mechanisms than would be true for a technology that is equally valuable and easier to fabricate.

Conversely, in cases where technologies have extremely high fabrication requirements, countries may pursue cooperative agreements to pool resources and increase economic efficiency to lower this barrier. The United States and United Kingdom collaborated for this reason when developing the first atomic bomb during World War II, as did the Reagan administration when it initiated military co-development agreements to share costs and expertise with allies.\textsuperscript{182} Similar strategies

\textsuperscript{178} For example, U.S. controls limiting Indian access to critical space technologies incentivized a long-term effort to develop a robust Indian space technology sector.
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are being tried in the current environment of great power technology competition, as evidenced by a new set of cooperative agreements over quantum information science with the United Kingdom, France, Australia, Japan, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, and Switzerland.\textsuperscript{183} Cooperating on technology development has potential downsides. It often stokes fear of technology proliferation via the entities in the collaborating country and beyond U.S. control, a process called “leakage.”\textsuperscript{184} It can also raise concerns about firms in countries that collaborate with the United States on technology development soon outcompeting U.S. companies in global high-tech markets – a key finding of OTA’s 1990 \textit{Arming our Allies} report that resonates with some today.

Digital technologies, and technologies leveraging digital/computational tools, rely heavily on human knowledge and skill in the fabrication process. This makes the availability of an appropriately skilled workforce an important constraint on who can master a given technology and how quickly they can advance R&D to deployment and commercialization. In 2017, a National Academies report highlighted that preparing a national technical workforce capable of meeting innovation needs is a key requirement for maintaining economic and national security,\textsuperscript{185} and the National Science Board surveyed potential solutions to prevent projected technical workforce shortages.\textsuperscript{186}

When technologies have high requirements on specific training, skill sets, and tacit knowledge for production, human talent may become a target for control. Since many of the leading innovative research universities in the world have historically been located in the United States, some policymakers see restricting foreign students’ access to higher education as a way to maintain competitive advantage, while others believe that this would hurt U.S. higher education, technological innovation, and political relations for little, if any, security gain. Further, this imposes the added costs of blocking dialogue and wider dispersion of norms and standards for emerging technology development and use, as well as limiting the potential for the United States to shape these standards. The more specialized education and training scientists, engineers, and technicians need to work with a particular technology, the more relevant codes of conduct and other professional norms for appropriate use of emerging technologies could be in facilitating cooperation on appropriate use and risk mitigation.\textsuperscript{187}

3. Stage of Development and Dispersion

Finally, the stage of development and dispersion for a specific technology affects the types of control mechanisms that would be feasible and the consequences of different policy options. If the technology is at an early stage of development and has not yet been widely dispersed, then

\textsuperscript{187} For example, discussed in: MacKenzie and Spinardi, 1995.
the policy response is likely to play a formative role that may have downstream effects on the eventual technology developed. If the technology is at a fairly advanced stage of development and is already somewhat commercialized and dispersed, then the policy approach will have to be more responsive and export controls are less likely to be successful.\textsuperscript{188}

Dispersion affects both the feasibility of different governance approaches and the relevant stakeholders whose participation would be needed for a particular denial-based control method to achieve its security objectives. The feasibility of unilaterally approaches diminishes rapidly when the United States (or any other country trying this approach) does not have a monopoly on an entire technology or the most advanced forms of it, and on the knowledge, materials, and other components needed to master it indigenously. An allies versus adversaries approach can only be effective when the United States, allies, and other friendly countries have a significant lead in a particular technology and its military applications, and agree that the security benefits of maintaining or widening that lead vis-a-vis potential adversaries outweighs the various costs of implementing strategic trade controls. When the United States and one or more strategic competitors are able to produce and willing to export dual-use capabilities that are developed enough to be of proliferation concern, then the effectiveness of Suppliers against Seekers arrangements depends on the strategic competitors’ participation (as a full member or by aligning their export control practices while remaining outside that regime, as China did with the MTCR) – even if the products they might sell a proliferator are not at the very cutting edge of that technology.

Policymakers must be aware of and realistic about the stage of development and dispersion for each technology considered so that they can identify the main corresponding risks associated with different types of policy responses. The risk of responding at earlier stages of development is that the government may push innovation away or stymie the natural innovation process and effectively limit its own eventual use of and leadership over the technology.\textsuperscript{189} The risk of responding at later stages of development is that the government may face more obstacles backtracking dispersion/proliferation or imposing standards on a technology sector once the technology is well developed and dispersed, with robust spheres of fabrication and clientele stakeholders. Importantly, this also imposes a temporal dimension on the control evaluation framework, which means continual observation and consideration should be instituted for truly emerging technologies that may be at too early of stages for controls now, but that could evolve to more advanced stages and threaten security risks later.

*Technology-specific desirability considerations*

When stakeholders are assessing the desirability of different policy options to govern dual-use technologies, their preferences will be shaped both by their general orientation towards
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technology controls and by technology-specific factors. Political culture and ideology, for example, inform general beliefs about how much control public sector officials should have over private sector operations, while a specific stakeholder’s role influences the relative importance placed on security, economic, technology innovation and foreign policy considerations when weighing pros and cons of control options. Technology-specific factors that contribute to this complex desirability matrix include the scope of dual-use applications for the technology, the magnitude of disruption posed by the technology, the mix of stakeholders participating in the technology's development, and the sheer scientific promise (sometimes related to “hype”) of the technology.

1. **Dual-Use Applications**

The extent to which a specific technology has dual-use applications has a profound effect on the desirability of controls. If the technology has a wide array of civilian applications, for example, policymakers cannot effectively control the technology alone without incentivizing non-compliance. Instead, they will need to work with the private sector to establish actionable policies that do not negatively affect civilian applications. Conversely, if the technology is more narrowly applicable to military applications, then the government may institute stricter controls without facing criticism. Economies of scale is an important desirability consideration for dual-use technologies, because sustaining dual-use market access enables higher economic efficiency for technology developments, while technologies that are heavily restricted to military applications could require significant support from the government, especially in the absence of cooperation agreements.

For a dual-use technology with extensive civilian applications, policies must also account for other dimensions of the technology’s role on national security, including economic competitiveness and domestic economic well-being. On one hand, controls intended to preserve military advantage may inadvertently damage the defense industrial base and require greater government resources. But the government may also face domestic opposition and deteriorating trust on the part of the private sector if policies are overly burdensome, which could stunt American innovation or incentivize scientists and engineers to relocate abroad. This could limit American access to economic growth or fundamentally important technology innovations, a trend that was highlighted in the historical analysis during periods of stricter controls, such as the Bush and Trump eras.

2. **Disruption Mechanism**

The technology-specific factor most voluminously discussed in existing literature on emerging technologies is the mechanism of disruption to established practices, norms, and relationships. Debates about controls on dual-use technologies may focus on potential disruption to established security arrangements among global powers, stronger and weaker states (e.g. “haves” and “have nots”), or state and nonstate actors. Depending on one’s perspective, disruption can be dangerous or beneficial. For example, if nuclear deterrence is currently “stable” (e.g. the probability of nuclear attack during peacetime, a crisis, or a conventional conflict is low) because all countries with nuclear weapons know that they would likely face a devastating retaliatory strike, then
emerging technologies could be “destabilizing” if they increased the possibility of a disarming first strike. Some stakeholders might seek such developments as a way to gain strategic advantage, while others would see them as a dangerous form of disruption that warrants arms control. Alternatively, if uncertainty, misperceptions, and worst-case scenario planning increase crisis instability and fuel arms races, then emerging technology applications that increase transparency could be stabilizing, and thus should be encouraged rather than controlled. The spread of dual-use technologies from a small number of advanced states to a larger number of developing countries can also be disruptive in desirable or undesirable ways, depending not only on how that changes the status quo, but also on whether the change is viewed from the perspective of a stakeholder that benefited from established arrangements or one who expects to benefit from change.

Disruption, by nature of the definition of emerging technologies, is often the impetus for evaluating controls. While there will almost always be disagreement over whether the disruption is positive or negative, due to political or institutional biases, the scope of actors that reach consensus on the negative disruption potential for technology dispersion will dictate whether a control agreement will be unilateral or multilateral and take the form of an allies versus adversaries or a suppliers against seekers approach.

3. Stakeholder Community and Power Distribution of Stakeholders

The stakeholders are the primary actors that must work together to establish and implement control policies for a given technology. Each U.S. administration must work with Congress on some aspects of technology governance, and different Executive Branch agencies can have distinct preferences that must be managed through an interagency process. Depending on the stage of technology development and the form of financing, commercial firms and academic institutions can be important independent stakeholders, or they can be relatively minor, subordinate players. Finally, stakeholders can also include foreign governments, corporations, and scientists that have some claim or significance in developing the technology.

The composition and relationships of stakeholders for a given technology will determine how much and what type of cooperation is required for effective governance. During the relatively short periods when the United States was the only country that had developed military applications for a given technology (e.g., nuclear weapons and most advanced conventional weapons in the aftermath of World War II), unilateral efforts to prolong those monopolies seemed feasible and desirable to some Americans. In both cases, though, technological diffusion rapidly increased the number of stakeholders inside and outside of various control arrangements, each of whose capabilities and interests affected how well a given governance arrangement worked.

Broad consensus among diverse stakeholders is inevitably difficult. Policy options that seem desirable to some stakeholders may be unattractive or unacceptable to other stakeholders. If one stakeholder has much more legal power, economic leverage, and institutional capacity than others, they may be able to impose their preferred outcome over the weaker stakeholders’ objections, at least formally. Unless the governance mechanism includes legally binding rules,
appropriate means of verifying compliance with those rules, and effective compliance management or enforcement mechanisms, though, the less desirable control mechanisms seem to various stakeholder groups, and the less likely they are to implement them fully.

4. Scientific Promise

The scientific promise for a particular emerging technology has two aspects. The current state of scientific knowledge limits how much near-term advancement is realistic. It also informs assessments of the theoretical limits on what the technology could accomplish. Those theoretical limits may be understood, or there may be significant uncertainty and debate about what is technologically possible given enough time, money, and ingenuity. Appreciating both the possibilities and the limits of technological development over time, can help to temper hype and craft realistic projections about the likely security and economic impacts of new and rapidly advancing technologies. In turn, this could provide insight into whether or not controls are a needed to protect national security, or whether unrealistic projections about the “game-changing” results if hostile states or nonstate actors acquire given technology are exaggerating the desirability of tighter controls.

Technology case studies

To illustrate how differences across these seven dimensions affect the feasibility and desirability of different governance options, we analyzed the technical characteristics and industry composition for five emerging technology groups: PNT, quantum computing, computer vision, hypersonics, and quantum sensing. Computer vision and quantum computing are directly related to the advanced computing technology priority area, while hypersonics, PNT, and quantum sensing improve precision targeting capabilities in ways that have important implications both for strategic stability and nonproliferation. Some of the technologies selected for analysis, like computer vision, have broad civilian applications; others, like hypersonics are primarily suited for military purposes. Additionally, software-based technologies, such as computer vision, are not feasible to manage through existing control regimes based on hardware component management more relevant to technologies like quantum computing.

There was also heterogeneity across the technologies with respect to the extent that stakeholders and policymakers expressed desirability for controls (based on the ANPRM commentary). Hypersonics, which are primarily military, strategically destabilizing, and proliferation-prone, are attractive, if difficult, targets for controls. On the other hand, computer vision has numerous commercial applications, a tangential relation to military operations, and a clearer connection to domestic surveillance by repressive governments. In this case, there is much greater stakeholder disagreement about what, if any, controls would be desirable.

A systematic sectoral mapping exercise was conducted for each of the five technologies as part of a larger project. The resulting technology reports can be referenced for greater detail on data collection and analysis methodology, and for a more comprehensive presentation of data and
The key trends identified for each technology are summarized below, with a focus on higher level findings relevant for policies and controls based on the key feasibility and desirability dimensions for analysis identified above. The historical analysis above will also be used to assess precedent for controls based on the technology characteristics, although where necessary geopolitical trends and technological factors that distinguish the current context from historical case studies will also be identified to assess the scope of the policy challenges.

1. Positioning, Navigation, and Timing (PNT)

PNT technologies pose challenges to both the feasibility and desirability of controls. PNT technologies include technologies that help to accurately and precisely determine location, navigate to a desired position, and acquire and keep accurate timing. Nominally, the importance of military PNT technology stems from its inclusion of Global Positioning System (GPS) architectures. But PNT may also include technologies needed for communication and detection. Within the past ten years, PNT technologies have attracted increased attention as other technology areas, such as quantum technologies, offer opportunities for improvements to PNT. Conversely, other developments such as cyber warfare have raised questions over potential vulnerabilities of existing PNT systems to spoofing or jamming. The Trump administration issued an Executive Order to strengthen resilience of PNT services, which resulted in a NIST report outlining appropriate cybersecurity techniques.

The PNT sector constitutes a case study of continual technology development over a long time period. In their most rudimentary form, PNT technologies have been around for centuries, and were well established by World War II. Navigation platforms that use GPS and similar systems are globally ubiquitous. Use of emerging scientific techniques to develop a new wave of advanced PNT technologies has been motivated by the need for systems that operate in signal-free environments (e.g. use dead reckoning when GPS signals have been jammed or are otherwise unavailable) and harsher domains (in space or underwater, for example) and that
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optimize size, weight, power, and cost (SWaP-C) parameters. Cutting-edge platforms using emerging technologies to meet these requirements, including chip-scale atomic clocks and quantum sensors, are under development, with a few extremely expensive applications already commercially available.

Because advanced PNT technologies have been under development and in use for decades, it would only be feasible to impose new controls on a subset of applications that are still in an early stage of development. The technological basis for the field is fairly well dispersed across a handful of research areas. The technology makeup and fabrication process for older PNT technologies is almost entirely hardware based and is relatively simple. Many PNT products are commercially available globally and it would be very challenging, if not impossible, to retroactively control or constrain access to these capabilities. Many companies, universities, and government-affiliated organizations working on emergent PNT are located in the United States, China, and Europe, with substantial collaboration among various entities in this field. This means that unilateral or allies versus adversaries types of control are much less likely to be effective than enlisting China in some type of suppliers against seekers arrangement. About half of the organizations surveyed for the PNT sectoral mapping analysis indicated military ties. More nascent PNT technologies do have some critical material and fabrication nodes, such as cold atom technologies, that could feasibly be restricted. The number of scientists/personnel familiar with techniques and methods at the bleeding edge of development is also currently limited. Thus, so long as there is some fundamental improvement in scientific application at a defined stage of development, feasible controls could be identified at that specific stage, although because of the historic momentum of technology, the window for implementation will likely be fairly narrow.

It is also hard to predict whether or not the narrowly defined controls on advanced PNT technologies that might be feasible would also be desirable for relevant stakeholders. U.S. policymakers who are focused on the military applications may favor imposing unilateral access controls in hopes of maintaining a strategic asymmetric technology advantage. As we have seen, similar controls were implemented during the Cold War to deny Soviet access to precision guidance technologies that the United States used for missile navigation. The Soviets, however, preferred other types of solutions to missile guidance challenges and already had sufficient, if not superior, indigenous guidance capabilities, so the security value of these controls was less than commonly believed. There are also powerful commercial and civilian PNT stakeholders in the automobile and aerospace industries who will be equally interested in, and to some degree reliant on, improved PNT capabilities. They would find egregious or overly burdensome controls undesirable, which may stymie funding streams for further development, unless the technology improvement is not directly relevant to civilian applications.

\[198\] CISSM 2020 Report.
\[199\] MacKenzie, “The Soviet Union and Strategic Missile Guidance.”
Finally, because advanced PNT systems offer incremental improvements to an existing technology, not entirely new capabilities, desirability would likely also be shaped by the sheer magnitude of improvement that can be expected and the disruption potential. But, uncertainty about the pace and scale of innovation, and about what market demand for these new capabilities will actually be in the near to medium-term, will further complicate efforts to get multi-stakeholder agreement on how disruptive emergent PNT applications might be, and whether the security benefits of constraining negative forms of disruption would outweigh the enormous economic and technological costs of trying to establish some type of denial-based control arrangement.

2. Quantum Computing

Quantum computing includes computational systems that employ quantum phenomena to improve speed and/or power of operation. Compared to PNT technologies, the field of quantum computing is very young. The vast majority of organizations in this field are private companies established within the past ten years. Although quantum computing was theoretically proposed decades ago, practical prototypes have only recently been developed. Because the technology is still at an early stage of R&D, there is much debate over the timescale and extent to which quantum computing could actually be achieved. However, many engineers and scientists claim that quantum computing could have wide-ranging applications in fields that require complex or data-heavy computation. In the military sphere, analysts are primarily concerned about the decryption potential for quantum computers, which could theoretically render existing encryption methods vulnerable. There is also speculation about broader applications, including AI or cyber improvement and operational optimization.

Quantum technologies have high barriers to market entry based on technology requirements for building quantum computers. The vast majority of organizations involved in quantum computing development are still at the early research stage; only a few companies claim to have demonstrated any small amount of quantum computing capability. Given the high resource requirements that quantum computers will have in the near, medium, and long-term futures, hardware will likely remain consolidated among a small group of stakeholders, while many more organizations develop software for applications that can be run on these machines.

This suggests that the proliferation risk is low and that instituting timely control policies on quantum computers and key components could not only be feasible, but also effective. Many countries have established flagship quantum programs and policy strategies within the past five years.
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or ten years, signaling interest in the new technology.206 Yet, the United States, Canada, and China maintain a considerable lead in developing the necessary hardware components and prototypes for quantum computing systems. Because of this lead, and the barriers to developing quantum computing hardware, countries interested in entering the quantum computing ecosystem are currently deciding whether to focus on specific components to support quantum computing research abroad, or software packages to run on other countries’/companies’ quantum computers. This has led to a unique network, where countries with quantum computers, and the companies that maintain them, offer remote access or a share of access to a quantum computer to clients as opposed to directly selling a computer to make the enormous cost more economically efficient. While distributed access in some ways presents new challenges to control mechanisms, access could feasibly be restricted through working with technology providers.

Given the relatively loose connection to security applications and the high commercial sector interest, however, denial-based control policies may be detrimental to technological development and economic growth. Despite the early stage of development, the sectoral analysis found that there is already significant commercial interest in quantum computers. Within recent years, investment interest has surged for quantum technologies, indicating that investors see a variety of financially lucrative applications for quantum computing.207 Furthermore, efforts are already underway to introduce new post-quantum cryptography standards which would effectively reduce the disruption potential for quantum computers in the national security domain.208 This is in comparison to the enormous scientific potential for quantum computers given the early stage of development and the hype over many civilian applications that would be transformative.209 Therefore, the economic benefits of quantum computer market accessibility could outweigh the potential security implications of wider proliferation.210

Quantum computing was the main technology case study where feasibility significantly outpaced desirability for controls at the present time. Given the vast commercial potential, nascent stage of development, and limited near-term military utility of quantum computing, policymakers need to decide what strategic objective should drive decisions about controls versus cooperation in this field. Some argue that the sheer scientific promise of quantum computing means that the United States government should do everything it can to innovate faster than China in order to keep, or regain, the technological lead. This would include more U.S. government funding for basic quantum information sciences R&D and more restrictions on governmental and academic technology collaborations. Others counter that this could be a good realm for using basic science
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diplomacy to improve political relations and spur technological innovation, which would make both countries safer and more prosperous over time.211

From a historical perspective, there is some precedent for controlling advanced computing technologies that could yield military-relevant innovations, but such policies have had mixed success in garnering support. As was discussed earlier, the United States and the United Kingdom agreed to limit exports of supercomputing technology to Eastern bloc countries during the Cold War, but disagreed on whether to restrict trade of less-advanced computing capabilities.212 More recently, the Biden administration has also unveiled a series of controls on advanced computing chip technologies, which could provide capabilities somewhat similar to quantum processors. But these policies have also ignited concern among industry members over the economic impact from limiting access to global markets and in part due to uncertainty for the long-term security risks of such controls.213

3. Computer Vision

In contrast to quantum computing and PNT, computer vision is an emerging technology area where even some private sector stakeholders think additional controls would be desirable, but the feasibility of effective controls is dubious. Computer vision is a subgroup of AI technologies that includes both hardware and software components required to enable advanced image analytics. Applications for computer vision are far-ranging, and include transportation automation, manufacturing, healthcare, and surveillance.214 However, given the capability to quickly analyze images, the defense industry is also heavily invested in computer vision applications, such as for facial recognition analysis, use in automated systems, or satellite imagery processing.215

The sectoral analysis found limited feasibility for policy controls, given the later stage in development and the wide spectrum of commercial applications. Specifically, the report found that most entities in the computer vision ecosystem are involved in fabrication, as opposed to R&D.216 Elegant computer vision products are already being fabricated globally and are widely commercially available, and require minimal modification to be adapted to various applications. Compared to advanced PNT and quantum computing, this suggests that computer vision is at a later stage in technological development, and thus has fewer barriers to entry and a higher inherent proliferation potential. Additionally, in contrast to PNT technologies, the areas that are
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more actively being developed are software components rather than hardware. As was discussed in the analysis above, software components are more difficult to control than the hardware components, which means that leaps in computer vision innovation will be much harder to control compared to those for PNT technologies.\textsuperscript{217}

The sectoral analysis report also identified key trends in favor of desirability among the broader international community and stakeholder environment. This is despite the fact that the computer vision stakeholder environment is diverse and leans heavily towards commercial sector members as opposed to government and military members, which should decrease desirability. But, unlike the cases of the other technologies surveyed, for which companies adamantly highlighted potential negative consequences of export controls in response to the ANPRM,\textsuperscript{218} private sector comments flagged data privacy and security concerns as drivers for their interest in control policies. Some private companies have also lobbied congress and proposed potential control policies that would address their privacy concerns.\textsuperscript{219} Thus, in this case the scientific promise and disruption mechanisms for the technology may work in favor of desirability, even among a diverse and engaged private sector.

4. Hypersonics

Compared to the first three emerging technology sectors analyzed above, all of which are digital technologies being developed primarily by the private sector for commercial applications, hypersonic technology development more closely resembles ballistic missiles/space launch vehicles and other dual-use technologies for which national and multilateral control regimes were developed during and after the Cold War. Hypersonic technologies are most frequently discussed in the context of boost-glide and cruise missiles for military applications, particularly evading U.S. missile defenses to enhance nuclear deterrence (the most commonly mentioned Russian and Chinese rationale) and having conventional options for destroying time-sensitive targets (the dominant U.S. justification). A few countries claim to be interested in developing hypersonic capabilities for use in commercial aerospace settings, but the market case for this is very murky. This limited dual-use designation was one of the key findings of the report: unlike most of the other current emerging technologies, hypersonic technologies skew largely towards military applications.\textsuperscript{220}

While hypersonics controls may be feasible on the basis of the technology makeup and fabrication complexity, the few countries who have been working on hypersonics for decades have had time to surmount technical hurdles. Hypersonic technologies are extremely material-intensive to produce and have high fabrication requirements, including dedicated testing facilities.
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that are exceedingly rare. But, despite the “emerging technology” label, scientists and engineers have been exploring hypersonic technologies since the 1950s, which means there has been a longer innovation period for those involved than for other truly new emerging technologies. Of those engaged in hypersonics R&D, the sectoral analysis found significantly fewer commercial entities involved than for any of the other technologies studied.\(^{221}\) Instead, the vast majority of stakeholders were government/military entities or had close relations to the government/military.\(^{222}\)

For this reason, the hypersonic sector survey included a country-level analysis, to account for the fact that the entities were largely contributing to government strategic interests, as opposed to universal market interests. The stage of development for the hypersonic technology sector differs markedly by country that the entities were based in, as opposed to a more normalized, global technology development pattern for the other technologies surveyed.\(^{223}\) Three countries – the United States, Russia, and China – are far ahead of the rest of the world in this sector. A relatively small number of other countries have much more limited work in this area, often in partnership with one of the big three hypersonic players. In principle, therefore, *suppliers against seekers* controls would be a more feasible form of technology denial than *allies versus adversaries* approaches would be.

A realistic evaluation of the negative disruptive potential for hypersonic technologies suggests that even though recent Russian and Chinese advances have been the main motivation for increased U.S. attention to, and funding for, hypersonic cruise missile and glide vehicles, which major power has the lead in this field will probably not significantly change the strategic balance. The main motivation driving large, sustained Chinese and Russian investments in this area appears to be maintaining a credible nuclear deterrent regardless of how much progress on missile defense and conventional prompt global strike the United States might make in coming years. But, the prospect of the United States launching a disarming first strike backed by highly reliable missile defense seems unrealistic regardless of what type of hypersonic capabilities each of the Big Three has. The more worrisome strategic stability implications of hypersonic weapons development involve negative effects on crisis stability and arms race stability. These are best addressed through legally binding arms control or shared understandings about what it would mean to “compete responsibly” in this field.

Introducing hypersonic weapons into some regional security relations could be more destabilizing than adding them into the security equation between major powers that already have elaborate strategic nuclear deterrents. This creates a strong incentive to constrain proliferation to certain countries. However, because countries have diverging views on which countries controls should target based on their own unique security environments, there is not a consensus among suppliers for control parameters. One of the most significant findings of the hypersonic report is that a main mode of hypersonic technology transfer is through the establishment of military cooperation agreements between a country that has a more robust hypersonic sector and a country with much more limited capability. But it is not clear whether
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hypersonic development partnerships between the United States and Australia, Russia and India, and possibly also China and North Korea are motivated more by political or economic considerations.\textsuperscript{224} The countries with greater capabilities may be more inclined to partner with countries whose capabilities in this sector are much less robust than they are to enter intergovernmental partnerships in other sectors because lack of compelling civilian applications means the future commercial market will probably be relatively small. Thus, increased feasibility and desirability for controls in the future hinges on the United States, Russia, and China reaching some consensus on how to manage hypersonics technologies, even if they have their own unique incentives for pursuing the controls.

5. \textbf{Quantum Sensing}

The quantum sensing industry was surveyed in a subsequent report in order to consider connections between the PNT and quantum computing technology sectors. Quantum sensors rely on quantum phenomena to improve sensitivity and accuracy when measuring physical properties, such as electric and magnetic fields, gravitational fields, acceleration, and time.\textsuperscript{225} Increasing PNT accuracy and durability in adverse environments is a major application referenced for quantum sensing technologies, but they also have a wider range of applications such as for imaging, communication, and basic research.\textsuperscript{226} Importantly, because they leverage quantum phenomena, they are also very connected to the quantum computing industry and certain types of quantum sensors are even employed in quantum computing operation. Thus, similar to the PNT sector, there is a higher level of government involvement due to military PNT applications, but because of the inclusion among other quantum technologies, stakeholders in the quantum computing industry are likely to be concerned about any potential controls on quantum sensing technologies.

Like PNT technologies, quantum sensing controls may be feasible as R&D hurdles require specific materials and capabilities, and many types of quantum sensors are at an early stage of development. Unlike computer vision, or other forms of AI, quantum sensing is necessarily linked to a physical component. Depending on the type of quantum sensor, the material makeup can be challenging to acquire, or the fabrication process could require extremely precise environments and techniques. Although these requirements are not as insurmountable as compared to those for quantum computing, the feasibility for certain controls is improved by the fact that many modern quantum sensors are still at an early stage of R&D. The industry analysis found that a large fraction of the organizations involved in quantum sensing R&D were founded within the past 10 years.\textsuperscript{227} Finally, many experts argue that the United States currently has a distinct lead in quantum sensing technology development and a handful of American companies
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have produced commercially available quantum sensors.\textsuperscript{228} Importantly, though, the sectoral analysis for this project found that many new quantum sensing companies and research groups are popping up, mostly in North America and Europe, but with some operating out of Russia, China, and Australia. Together, these factors suggest that traditional export controls could be feasible, at least in the near term before the technology development disseminates more widely and especially for specific types of quantum sensors that have higher technical requirements.

The desirability of controls on quantum sensing technologies or subcomponents is likely to be contested based on the broad stakeholder interest. While there are many defense applications driving military and government interest in quantum sensing, the level of disruption compared to non-quantum alternatives remains undefined. Furthermore, quantum sensing technologies can also be used in the civilian sphere for various activities like aerospace navigation, medical imaging, and environmental monitoring.\textsuperscript{229} This means that stakeholders pursuing quantum sensing for civilian applications will oppose broad controls. But additionally, quantum sensing is very tightly linked with another actively developing emerging technology sector, quantum computing. Stakeholders in the quantum computing sphere may oppose controls due to the impact on their own supply chains or for the fact that they may view controls as setting a precedent for eventual controls on quantum computing technologies. This introduces another interesting control dynamic, which is the impact of linked emerging technology spheres. Given that the U.S. government issued a memo in May 2022 on the importance of maintaining leadership in quantum technologies, the impact of controls on other technologies for sustaining leadership in quantum (and other focal point technologies) is likely to be a key consideration.\textsuperscript{230}

\textit{Insights from and limitations of the tech sector mapping exercise}

As these case studies illustrate, “emerging technologies” must be disaggregated based on the technologies that contribute to or impose limits on desirability and feasibility of controls in order to better assess realistic policy options. To assess feasibility of controls, the stage of development, the technical hurdles, and the stakeholder community must all be considered, as well as the dual-use applications driving interest. Meanwhile, to assess desirability of controls, stakeholder investment, commercial applications, and mechanism for disruption must be considered. While there are trends at the aggregate level of emerging technologies for many of


these dimensions, each technology has unique timing or technology characteristics that may tip the scale in favor of control-oriented versus cooperative policy methods.

From the perspective of a U.S. policymaker charged with determining how strategic trade controls could enhance national security, our sectoral analysis would indicate that denial-based controls are potentially feasible for certain aspects of some technologies studied, but not others at this point in time. It would also suggest that controls on emerging technologies with clearly negative disruptive effects would be more desirable than controls on technologies with positive, disputed, or unknown disruptive effects.

This chart depicts what such a basic assessment of the desirability and feasibility of denial-based strategic trade controls would look like. The quadrants, and positions within each quadrant, that the different technologies occupy are determined based on the sectoral analyses, with the assessment of desirability and feasibility of trade control policies for each technology visualized through their positions along the axes and indicating spectra of negative to positive desirability and feasibility estimations. To some extent, the specific positions for each technology are subjective with respect to the scope of policies considered, assessment of technology characteristics, perception of strategic impact, and inclusion of diverse stakeholder perspectives. In this chart, we indicate their locations with the specific scope of trade control policies and based on our assessment of the current state of development/dispersion, perceptions of strategic impact, and evaluation of dual-use applications and relevant stakeholders. Since others may differ in some of their assessments, this type of quad chart can be a useful mechanism for analysts and stakeholders to debate why they think strategic trade controls on these emerging technologies are more or less feasible and desirable than we have indicated.

Assuming the limited scope of a trade control policy approach, most technologies are filtered out of consideration by feasibility or desirability constraints. As a product of the technologies being selected on the basis that policymakers have identified them either as being feasible to control or desirable based on some strategic rationale, no technologies in this study fit in the bottom left quadrant, which would indicate that the technology is neither feasible nor desirable to control. Conversely, the only technology that could be both feasibly controlled and for which controls may be strategically desirable among enough key stakeholders is hypersonic technology. The caveat for the hypersonic case is that trade control policies would only be desirable from a non-proliferation perspective, in which limiting the number of countries that could acquire the technology is desirable, regardless of which countries they are.

Instead, most technologies are filtered into either the upper left quadrant (desirable, but not feasible) or the lower right quadrant (feasible, but not desirable). Although some policymakers, private sector actors, or civilians have expressed interest in controls for computer vision or hypersonic technologies, our assessment finds that controls over these technologies would be infeasible due to the high degree of dispersion and intangible components for computer vision technologies and because key actors that are likely to be the target of controls have already acquired the technology in the case of hypersonic technologies. Meanwhile, some emerging technologies like advanced PNT, quantum sensing, and quantum computing could – to some extent – feasibly be controlled for a finite period of time given current U.S. leadership, restricted...
access to key materials, and R&D nascency. However, for these technologies, there is not a clear enough security risk that outweighs potential benefits of private sector development to rally key stakeholders around the desirability of trade controls.

**Figure 4. Basic Strategic Trade Control Perspective**

Visualizing the problem from this perspective helps explain why progress in applying new strategic trade controls to emerging technologies has been, and will remain, very slow despite the broad bipartisan consensus in the United States that tighter controls are urgently needed to widen its leadership gap in critical technologies that promise major strategic advantages. Denial-based controls are assessed to be both feasible and desirable for only one of the five technologies surveyed—hypersonics – and only if the security objective is nonproliferation. The feasibility assessment reflects technical characteristics of the sector, but political relations between the three most advanced countries are not currently conducive to a suppliers against seekers arrangement. If the security objective is to enhance strategic stability, the Chinese and Russian programs are advanced beyond the point where denial efforts could be very effective. Cooperative arms control and confidence-building measures would be the most cost-effective way to reduce fears of surprise attack, incentives for preemption, and arms racing. Cold war history indicates that such agreements are feasible among potential adversaries if they are mutually beneficial and jointly developed.

There are other reasons why this simple schematic should only be used as a starting point for thinking creatively about what types of governance mechanisms can and should be applied to
different aspects of emerging technologies. It provides only one type of stakeholder’s perspective: that of a U.S. official tasked with using strategic trade controls to enhance national security. Other stakeholders could disagree about where to locate each technology because they make a different benefit/cost calculation, or think not only about chokepoints where consequential controls might be feasible in principle, but also about the practicalities of implementing such controls effectively. Placement on the chart also reflects the current state of each technology’s development and diffusion; denial-based controls will be less feasible as advanced capabilities spread over time.

The “neither feasible nor desirable” cell is blank because one criterion for selecting technologies to survey was strong current demand for controls (computer vision) or being early enough in the development and diffusion process for chokepoints to still exist. AI is among the emerging technology sectors that the most powerful stakeholders would put in the neither feasible nor desirable cell, but some civil society groups are already calling for controls on certain high-consequence applications, like lethal autonomous vehicles. If a stronger consensus develops about the desirability of rules for responsible use, cooperative management would be the most feasible approach. Such a consensus already exists in the United States about the desirability of keeping repressive governments from using computer vision to enhance domestic surveillance. Here, also, a cooperative management system centered around data restriction or end-use agreements would probably be more cost-effective than any denial-based strategy for reducing the risks of misuse.

In short, findings from the tech sector mapping exercise should be used in tandem with the historical and policy analysis presented previously to stimulate more comprehensive and creative thinking about the security objectives of strategic trade controls and the reasons why cooperative management mechanisms might ultimately be more desirable, feasible, and cost-effective than any denial-based option.

**Key lessons for policymakers**

The history of technology trade controls reveals that policies based on restricting access to technologies have had mixed results in achieving security benefits even under relatively favorable circumstances. New challenges, including software-based technologies and a more globalized, private sector-driven technology development ecosystem, will further constrain the efficacy of denial-based policies for reducing risks from currently emerging technologies. Feasible control options can be identified for certain aspects of some emerging technology sectors. But even when there is broad consensus across party lines and with partner countries that about the desirability in principle of strategic trade controls on emerging technologies, getting the necessary level of multi-stakeholder agreement that the security benefits of specific feasible options would outweigh the various costs has become increasingly difficult over the decades as the United States has lost its technological lead in critical sectors, and as the relationship between government officials and private sector actors has changed. The findings of this historical and technical survey contain key lessons for policymakers tasked with trying to manage the spread and use of emerging technologies.
First, policymakers need to decide what the primary objective of strategic trade controls is. When research for this project began in 2019, the policy question posed was how strategic trade controls on emerging technologies could help reduce risks from WMD proliferation. During the second Obama and Trump administrations, though, attention in the Executive branch and Congress was increasingly moving from WMD proliferation to great power competition, especially with China. Both are important security challenges, but since China and to a lesser extent Russia are important potential suppliers of dual-use emerging technologies, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to simultaneously cooperate with them to coordinate export decisions involving countries and entities of proliferation concern, and to target allies versus adversaries control mechanisms against them. For example, China remains North Korea’s top trading partner, and in recent years Chinese entities have supplied the North Korean government with a number of key emerging technologies, such as wireless network access. Similarly, Russia’s ties with Iran continue to strengthen amidst Iran’s provision of UAV technology and military aid for Russia’s invasion in Ukraine, sparking speculation over the technologies that Russia may provide in return, such as advanced air defense systems and hypersonic missile technologies. Given the existing relationships, leveraging an allies versus adversaries approach is more likely to strengthen the relationships between countries of concern to U.S. policymakers in both the great power and WMD proliferation policy agendas.

Second, the historical analysis shows that, even under relatively favorable geopolitical, economic, and technological conditions, any type of denial-based control effort will be a stopgap solution at best, and is likely to have unintended negative consequences. Technology monopolies are short lived; both the Cold War and the post-Cold War analyses show that the more valuable the military advantages of U.S. superiority in some dual-use technology seem to be, the more motivated other countries will be to master that capability to anticipate and protect themselves against how the United States might use it, to demonstrate that they are also a global power, or to improve their regional security situation. By definition, allies versus adversaries strategies involve extensive technology transfer and collaboration between the United States and partner countries, helping the latter improve their own technological base and make export control decisions with less dependence on the United States. Suppliers against seekers strategies also often breed resentment, catalyzing indigenous development in countries for whom access to technology trade was restricted, counteracting the original intent of the controls. Finally, any type of denial-based control strategy has unintended negative economic, technological, diplomatic, and maybe even environmental or health effects that can generate opposition among key stakeholder groups. The more stringent the controls, the more opposition to them will grow, as evidenced by recurring cycles of U.S. export control reforms to make them tighter in an effort to increase security benefits, then less restrictive in an attempt to decrease undesirable effects.


Third, using *cooperative management* as the primary governance approach for WMD-relevant aspects of nuclear, chemical, and biological technologies has had strengths and weaknesses, too. Since this method for reducing security risks associated with dual-use technology depends not on denying access but on regulating use, there are fewer negative consequences for those who have and those who want the technology, so it should be easier to gain multi-stakeholder agreement. Moreover, because the rules are developed consensually, overall compliance should be higher than if the rules were coercively imposed, and the system should be more stable over time than if some members who have the technology and some outsiders who want it are evading controls they don’t agree with. Of course, negotiating and implementing multilateral regulatory regimes takes substantial time, money, and expertise, but so does developing and running the various denial-based control systems we have surveyed. *Cooperative management* arrangements were used most extensively during the 1990s, when political relations among major players were positive, and their primary security concern involved potential threats from third parties (proliferators and terrorist groups), not from each other. But the establishment of the IAEA in the 1950s and the NPT in the 1960s shows that the United States can cooperate with a peer competitor to address a shared security challenge in a manner that is not purely transactional and that proves mutually beneficial over an extended period.

There is currently some discussion in existing *cooperative management* institutions about how emerging technologies complicate efforts to prevent nuclear, chemical, biological, and missile proliferation, but U.S. policy debates are currently focused on denial-based options for strategic trade controls. This is partly because getting broad buy-in from relevant stakeholders often requires the United States to make more concessions and compromises than if it developed the rules unilaterally or with a small group of likeminded countries, then applied them to others without their consent. During the first two decades of the Cold War and the first two decades after the Cold War, the United States had large enough technological, financial, political, and military advantages that powerful players in the Executive branch and Congress could credibly argue that the United States need not make significant concessions or compromises in order to have effective trade controls. When conditions have been less favorable for the United States to get full compliance with its preferred form of denial-based controls on dual-use technologies, powerful U.S. domestic groups have often still argued vehemently against cooperative management alternatives that might be more effective, because they objected to cooperating with countries whose leadership they abhorred, or because they opposed accepting any new legal or normative constraints on U.S. freedom to develop and use powerful dual-use and military capabilities in whatever ways it wanted.

Fourth, the historical survey shows that auspicious conditions are increasingly infrequent due to increasing interdependence, oscillating security relations among major powers, and the growing array of stakeholders and interests involved. Instead, the mix of actors that contribute to national and global technology development ecosystems and the competing interests with national security strategies based on technology restriction have made consensus on controls difficult. In these cases where there is limited consensus on controls with allies or adversaries to restrict access either through *suppliers against seekers* or *allies versus adversaries* paradigms, and where U.S. policymakers have chosen to apply unilateral controls regardless, there have been...
significant economic and security consequences. In some cases, such controls have deteriorated national relations with countries that have been restricted access. And in the post-Cold War environment especially, such policies have imparted deleterious economic effects. In the present context, achieving consensus will be even more challenging as technology development moves further outside of the purview of the U.S. government and military, and as the prominence of economic security as a form of statecraft increases.

Fifth, the review of currently emerging technologies supports that denial-based control policies will be particularly difficult to implement effectively for long because of increasingly intangible characteristics of new technologies. The sectoral analysis of different emerging technologies underscores just how broad the stakeholder ecosystems have become, and confirms that control for most emerging technologies is not restricted or even largely driven by government and military actors. Instead, most new technologies are being developed by private industry. Of the five emerging technology sectors analyzed, hypersonics is the only case where government and military research groups are dictating technology innovation pace and focus areas. Further, each new technology has unique technical characteristics that may impact the feasibility of controls. Importantly, many new technologies have software-based components, or are entirely software-based, and thus do not easily sync with traditional control monitoring and verification regimes.

Policymakers must understand the limitations of denial-based policies in order to determine when and where they might be reasonably effective at an acceptable cost. Recognizing that controls are likely to lose efficacy over time as the barriers to technology development decrease and the relative stage of development progress suggests focusing on technologies or components that have natural barriers to acquisition dictated by hard-to-acquire materials or complex methods, and targeting technologies while the industry is relatively nascent. But as science and technology progress, these barriers will dissipate. When evaluating the strategic benefit of controls, policymakers must consider the expected duration during which the controls are likely to be effective. In the time it takes for policymakers to recognize security imperatives for governance of some specific aspect of a dual-use emerging technology, and get the stakeholder buy-in necessary to design and implement control mechanisms, technological advancement and diffusion can cause those arrangements to be outmoded, if not obsolete.

This temporal element puts a premium on having the right mix of technology and policy expertise to more quickly determine when new controls on dangerous aspects of particular emerging technologies are needed, and what approach would be both feasible and cost-effective. Policymakers need to increase capacity to evaluate and respond swiftly as concerns about the security implications of emerging technologies arise, and as new information on technology innovation and scientific potential becomes available. This requires building up in-house scientific and technical expertise, so that policymakers have sustained awareness of broad trends in technological innovation and can identify potential security risks early on. Some executive branch agencies are doing this already, and Congress should consider reconstituting something like the Office of Technology Assessment. Increasing interactions between policymakers and non-governmental experts is also important, both to help government officials make realistic assessments of potential benefits and risks associated with rapidly advancing technologies, and to help academics learn how to increase the policy impact of their expertise. It also requires
having strong advocates for cost-effective emerging technology governance arrangements inside all relevant parts of U.S. security bureaucracies and Congressional committees, plus a well-resourced and respected OST and other senior-level leadership who are committed to pushing for policy establishment quickly, rather than at a more natural pace. As one step in the right direction, the State Department has recently established a dedicated cyber and digital bureau,\(^{233}\) and plans to expand its mission to encompass other emerging technologies,\(^{234}\) but much more remains to be done.

Policy debates must progress beyond reiterating the need for technology policies and strategic trade controls that can restore and preserve U.S. leadership in critical emerging technologies, to determining what specific options are actually feasible, and which of those would be most broadly desirable and cost-effective. The scope of feasible governance mechanisms should be parameterized through a systematic analysis of the socio-technical characteristics of each specific emerging technology. As the five technical case studies demonstrated, each category and subcategory of emerging technology has unique characteristics that may make certain governance mechanisms more or less feasible. Technologies with critical hardware components will likely be more amenable to denial-based approaches compared to software-based technologies that can move over the internet across borders and around the world with lightning speed. Likewise, technologies with sufficiently high barriers to entry, such as quantum computers, are likely to be concentrated in a relatively small number of wealthy, technologically advanced countries. That makes them more susceptible to cartel-type control mechanisms (e.g. *allies versus adversaries* or *suppliers against seekers*), but the effectiveness of such arrangements depends on what the security objective is, whether all the countries with advanced capabilities in that area are willing to participate in a control arrangement serving that objective, and how motivated countries and entities targeted for technology denial are to circumvent and overcome those restrictions.

Policymakers need to consider a mix of stakeholders and strategic domains when evaluating the costs and benefits of pursuing whatever control options are feasible for a given technology. If a relative consensus on the desirability of controls cannot be reached among a critical group of stakeholders, then compliance problems could increase the risk and decrease the benefit of controls. Furthermore, non-military security considerations must be evaluated. Controls have and will continue to impose constraints on market efficiency that will inevitably impact U.S. R&D leadership or economic security, to some degree. The relative costs to each of these elements must be compared to the potential security benefit of controlling the technology.

U.S. inter-agency debates about how to balance security, economic, technological, and other interests affected by export controls and other technology governance options would benefit from including non-governmental and international stakeholders earlier in the process of deciding what approach would be most cost-effective. The Biden administration already recognizes the value of forming stronger international coalitions and enlisting more help from
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the private sector. These partners will contribute more enthusiastically and reliably if they are involved from the start in the design, implementation, and adaptation of governance mechanisms so that they remain cost-effective for all concerned as technology advances, global economic conditions change, and international security challenges evolve. Even though U.S. policymakers, foreign partners, and private sector players will often have different concerns and interests that make specific governance mechanisms more or less desirable, achieving a baseline level of consensus can improve compliance and efficacy, as has been the case in recent efforts to improve IP protection.

Policymakers should expect that intangible technologies, such as artificial intelligence, or technologies with relatively low barriers to entry, such as drones and computer vision, will present vexing challenges for denial-based controls arrangements. When the desirability of controls exceeds feasibility of applying traditional methods, it could provide the impetus for an evolution in technology governance. Technologies such as lethal autonomous weapons and computer vision have been flagged by various interest groups as necessitating some form of control or governance. Yet, they do not fit neatly into existing control types. These cases will necessitate proposals for new governance mechanisms, and thus will lead to an evolution in governance methods. For example, some have proposed mechanisms to control use cases of AI rather than AI itself, or to control data rather than AI systems. Policymakers should begin pursuing research and opening dialogue on new control or governance mechanisms to tackle this.

Ultimately, as the U.S. government continues to grapple with identifying an approach to emerging technology governance, feasibility and desirability will play an important role in defining core objectives and pushing the boundaries on traditional governance mechanisms. Desirability must be assessed based on the merits of a governance mechanism in contributing to a larger strategy. And some form of consensus across relevant stakeholders must be reached to ensure a mechanism is effective. Conversely, feasibility analysis should be used to select appropriate mechanisms, and as technologies defy existing controls should be used to push for evolution in governance options. Edge cases where some types of controls are feasible, but considered undesirable by some important stakeholder groups, should be treated carefully, as preemptive controls could alter technology development or sow dissent among private sector or international stakeholders and ultimately detract from intended objectives. Edge cases where a broad consensus exists that effective trade controls are desirable, but it is not feasible to use existing control mechanisms can be an impetus to develop new governance approaches.

---

Appendix A –
Timeline of Multilateral Trade Control and Non-proliferation Arrangements

STRATEGIC TRADE CONTROL REGIMES
- Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls (1949 - 1994)
- Wassenaar Arrangement (1996)
- Zangger Committee (1971)
- Nuclear Suppliers Group (1974)
- The Australia Group (1985)
- Missile Technology Control Regime (1987)

MULTILATERAL NON-PROLIFERATION TREATIES
- Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (1970)
- Biological Weapons Convention (1975)
- Chemical Weapons Convention (1997)

UN SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS
- UNSCR 1540 (2004)

INFORMAL NON-PROLIFERATION ARRANGEMENTS

SOURCE: CISSM
Appendix B –
Timeline of U.S. Export Control Legislation

1946 Atomic Energy Act

1949 Arms Export Control Act

1954 Atomic Energy Act (Amendment)

President Gerald Ford briefly used emergency authority in 1976 under the Trading with the Enemy Act of 1917 to keep controls in place after Congress failed to renew

1969 Export Administration Act

Periods of 1979 EAA renewal by Congress

Invoked 1977 International Emergency Economic Powers Act (Emergency Authority) to continue 1979 EAA

Provisions of 1979 Export Administration Act in effect

IEEPA emergency authority continues for a few sanctions provisions

2018 Export Control Reform Act

2018 Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act

SOURCE: CISSM, CRS